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Abstract
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Batteries are among the most important technologies required to enable the world to move
beyond fossil fuels towards a more efficient and environmentally friendly society based on
electricity from renewable sources. Unfortunately, the rapidly increasing number and size of
batteries that the world needs in order to perform this paradigm shift is putting enormous strain
on the supply of traditional raw materials for batteries, such as lithium and cobalt. Batteries built
using only earth abundant elements could guarantee that the supply of energy storage will be
available to everyone at reasonable prices. Sodium-ion batteries are among the most popular
candidates to achieve battery systems that can provide performance close to or on par with
lithium-ion batteries at a lower cost and environmental impact. Although the sodium-ion and
lithium-ion batteries share many properties, there is a lot of research required before sodium-ion
batteries can compete with the highly optimised lithium-ion batteries. This work explores the
stability of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formed on the anode in sodium-ion batteries
through means of electrochemical measurements and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
analysis. The fundamental properties in regards to solubility and electrochemical stability of the
surface layer on model anodes as well as on anode materials like hard carbon and tin-phosphide
is discussed. The synthesis and electrochemical performance of Prussian white comprising of
all earth abundant elements for use as a low-cost and high-performance cathode material is
demonstrated. The work also includes several investigations of alternative solvents and salts for
electrolytes that have been analysed in conjunction with sodium-ion cells based on hard carbon
and Prussian white. The electrolytes studied possess a wide spectrum of different opportunities
such as high ionic conductivity, non-flammability, fluorine-free composition and improved low
and high-temperature performance.
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1 The scope of this thesis 

This thesis explores sodium-ion batteries from the perspectives of SEI for-
mation as well as electrolyte and electrode materials. The ultimate aim of the 
work was to add to the scientific foundation for practically viable sodium-ion 
batteries. Paper I in this thesis explores SEI solubility on a model carbona-
ceous anode when using electrolytes based on carbonate solvents and NaPF6 

salt. Paper II investigates the evolution of the SEI during cycling of tin phos-
phide anodes in half-cells and the conversion reaction, while paper III looks 
closer at the influence of the salts used for the electrolyte and explores the 
impact of different cycling regimes. Paper IV describes the synthesis of Prus-
sian white, and provides structural and electrochemical characterization of this 
environmentally benign and low-cost cathode material. Paper V explores dif-
ferent solvents and additive combinations in full-cells based on Prussian white 
and hard-carbon electrodes, and characterizes the influence of the different 
electrolyte formulations on the cell resistance. Papers VI & VII disclose char-
acterization and electrochemical performance of electrolytes based on sodium 
bis(oxalate)borate salt (NaBOB). These are the first reports on use of NaBOB 
in batteries. Papers VI & VII also includes investigation of non-flammable 
and fluorine-free electrolytes using hard-carbon anodes in order to make so-
dium-ion batteries safer and more cost effective. The ambition is that the com-
bination of Papers I-III should give insight into the SEI behavior during both 
static and dynamic conditions, while Papers V-VII explores the promise and 
challenges of alternative electrolyte systems. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Sodium-ion batteries 
Sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) are energy conversion and storage devices that 
use sodium-ions to shuttle positive charge between the anode & cathode in 
order to convert electrical energy to chemical energy and vice versa. The most 
well-known example of devices similar to sodium-ion batteries are the re-
nowned lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) introduced to the public by its use in cel-
lular phones and laptops. LIBs combine several good properties such as high 
energy density, fast charge and discharge capability, and excellent durability 
in a maintenance-free format. The highest energy density batteries available 
today use lithium ions due to its low reduction potential and small ionic radii 
that enables high voltage batteries with large specific capacities. Due to their 
versatility and performance, LIB’s are currently being used in ever-greater 
amounts. The demand for LIB’s is projected to grow even faster when tech-
nologies such as electric mobility and grid storage matures. Fears are often 
raised that the expensive and rare elements that are used in LIB’s will lead to 
a situation where batteries are not available to everyone, at least not at practi-
cal prices. It is these fears of raw material shortages and price increases that 
constitute the primary reason for the research being invested into SIB technol-
ogy. 

In their practical construction, SIBs generally contain two electrodes, one 
anode and one cathode, both consisting of the respective active materials 
coated on an aluminum foil current collector. A thin liquid-permeable sheet 
called the separator is placed between the two electrodes to keep them electri-
cally insulated from each other, while allowing sodium ions to move freely 
between the electrodes. The anode or negative electrode, is where the sodium 
is stored when the cell is in the charged state, while the cathode or positive 
electrode, hosts the sodium-ions in the discharged state. The transport of pos-
itively charged sodium ions between the electrodes is enabled by a solvent-
salt solution called the electrolyte, while the current collectors transports the 
electrons to the terminals.  

In this work, the names of the electrodes are based on what the negative 
and positive electrode would be called during discharge according to electro-
chemistry terminology. The negative electrode is denoted as the anode while 
the positive electrode is called the cathode. Even though polarity switches 
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when charging a cell, the names herein do not. A schematic picture of a SIB 
is presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a sodium-ion battery where the green spheres rep-
resents the sodium-ion moving between the electrodes through the electrolyte while 
electrons move between the current collectors through an external circuit. 

The primary motivation to substitute lithium with sodium as a battery material 
is the great abundance of sodium. Lithium occurs at a level of 22 ppm in the 
earth crust, while the corresponding number for sodium is 25,670 ppm.1 In 
addition to the greater abundance of sodium, the differences between sodium 
and lithium unlock new and compelling material options for SIBs, both for the 
active materials, and ancillary cell components. Since the key point of moving 
from lithium to sodium is abundance and cost, it is important that the addi-
tional materials within the cell are as cheap and abundant as possible. The 
elements used for LIB cathodes include Co, Ni, Fe, and Mn, while current 
collectors consists of aluminum, and copper foils.2,3 Cathodes in SIB can uti-
lize the same elements as for LIB, although Fe, V, Ni, and Mn are the most 
common elements used in literature.3,4 The elemental concentrations in earth’s 
upper continental crust for the most common battery elements is shown in 
Figure 2a, while the prices of commonly used precursor compounds for cath-
odes, and the cost of foils used for the current collectors are presented in Fig-
ure 2b. Although many different factors determine the final cost of a battery, 
Figure 2 illustrates the reason why most of the work in this thesis have been 
directed towards systems where only Fe, Al, and Na, are integral to the cell. 
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Figure 2. Abundance of elements in earth’s upper crust for elements commonly used 
in batteries1 (a), and the price of the raw materials for cathodes4–7 and the current 
collector foils8 in $ kg-1(b).  

As previously mentioned, the sodium-ion battery is analogous to its lithium 
counterpart in all fundamental aspects, apart from the replacement of lithium-
ions by sodium-ions. The difference between the two ions primarily lies in the 
larger effective ionic radius of the sodium ion at 102 pm compared to the 76 
pm of the lithium-ion.9 The reduction potential of sodium is slightly higher 
than that of lithium, with -2.714 V and -3.045 V vs. SHE for sodium and lith-
ium, respectively.10 These are minor differences, but they do have a significant 
impact on the chemistry in the batteries. For example, as opposed to lithium, 
sodium does not form any alloys with aluminum,11,12 and this enables cheaper 
and lighter current collectors for the anode. The higher reduction potential of 
sodium usually leads to lower energy densities than for lithium-based chem-
istries due to the slightly lower cell-voltage.13 However, since commercial 
cells do not use metallic sodium or lithium, the actual voltage of a battery 
depends on the combination of negative and positive electrode materials. By 
combining appropriate materials, high voltage sodium-ion batteries can be 
achieved, and despite the higher reduction potential of sodium, there are so-
dium-ion battery chemistries that have higher operating voltage than some 
popular lithium-ion batteries.14–16 Table 1 shows the average voltage of se-
lected battery cathodes compatible with on both sodium and lithium ions. 

Table 1. Average voltage of common cathode materials when used as either the 
lithium or sodium analogue. 

Material 
(A = Li+, Na+) 

Average voltage vs. 
Li+/Li 

Average voltage vs. 
Na+/Na 

A-FePO4 3.5 V17 2.75 V18 
A-CoO2 4 V19 3.48 V4 
A2-Fe[Fe(CN)6] 3 V20 3.06 V21 
A2-S22 2.24 V 1.85 V 
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The larger ionic radius of sodium has both advantages and disadvantages; 
the charge density of the sodium-ion is lower than for lithium and this can be 
either beneficial or detrimental for the diffusion characteristics in solids and 
liquids.23,24 Beneficial effects include lower activation energies for desolva-
tion of the sodium ion as compared to lithium, this in turn can be very advan-
tageous for high rate batteries and operation at lower temperature.25 There 
have also been reports of higher transport numbers in sodium based electro-
lytes, which means that a larger portion of the current is being transported by 
the cation.26 

Furthermore, the solubility difference between sodium salts and their lith-
ium analogues can be significant depending on the solvent used, and its inter-
action with both the cation and the anion. The difference in solubility of so-
dium salts affects the passivation of reactive surfaces, thus the SEI properties 
can differ significantly between sodium and lithium systems.27 This is one of 
the reasons why SIBs often suffer from faster capacity fading compared to 
LIBs in similar conventional carbonate-based battery electrolytes.27 For the 
electrode materials in batteries, there is also the issue of volume change that 
occurs as alkali ions are inserted and removed from the host material during 
discharge and charge. The larger radius of the sodium-ion as compared to the 
lithium-ion exacerbates volume changes28, making the quest to find suitable 
materials for sodium-ion batteries more challenging. In view of the similarities 
between sodium and lithium, some of the lessons learned from lithium-ion 
battery research can and should be used. However, some fundamental aspects 
must be reexamined as the differences between the two alkali ions can make 
a surprisingly significant difference.  

2.2 Anode materials 
Sodium-ions are plated on, inserted into, or alloyed with the anode to store 
sodium-ions at low potentials as the SIB is charged. The ideal anode potential 
is a compromise between safety and energy density; to achieve high energy 
density, the anode should have a potential that is very close to sodium metal 
as to maximize the operating voltage of the cell. Nevertheless, if the sodiation-
potential is too close to metallic sodium, there is a risk of inadvertently plating 
metallic sodium onto the anode during fast charging. Plating of sodium metal 
comes associated with the risk of short-circuiting the cell through the for-
mation of dendritic sodium, which can lead to catastrophic failure of the bat-
tery. Naturally, we desire the highest possible capacity from the anode mate-
rial as this gives higher energy density. There are however also some chal-
lenges with very-high capacities from a practical point of view, such as the 
previously mentioned volume expansion issue.  

The anode materials for sodium-ion batteries can be roughly divided into 
three categories:29 insertion, alloying and conversion type materials. Insertion 
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materials allow sodium-ions to migrate into sites within the material and thus 
be stored. Insertion type materials are desirable as they often have low volume 
expansion and low polarization, which in turn is very beneficial for the energy 
efficiency and the durability of the electrode during cycling. Their disad-
vantages are primarily the low capacity compared to the other types of anode 
materials. The insertion type materials are closest to commercialization, and 
hard-carbon is generally considered within this category of anode materials, 
though there are still some debates on the storage mechanism in hard carbons. 
However, hard carbon is used as the “standard” anode material in SIB re-
search, just as in Papers V, VI, VII of this thesis. Soft-carbons are also inser-
tion materials but typically have more surface related reactions, and this is 
why they were used in Paper I to increase the amount of SEI formed and thus 
accelerate the dissolution effects.  

The conversion type electrodes rely on the breaking and formation of 
chemical bonds in the anode, and this gives potentially enormous capacities. 
However, the conversion reactions face many challenges such as low energy 
efficiency and fast capacity fading.30 Conversion type anodes are often oxides, 
sulfates, phosphides, or selenides such as Fe2O3, FeS2, FeP or FeSe2. In these 
examples, the iron is reduced and oxidized during cycling concurrently with 
formation and decomposition of Na2O, Na2S, Na3P and Na2Se. In literature, 
many other transition metals are also used.31 Unfortunately, the previously 
mentioned problems associated with conversion materials have proven diffi-
cult to overcome and are yet to be solved, but researchers are making some 
progress.32  

Alloying type electrodes are a promising type of anodes that function 
through the reversible formation of sodium alloys during cycling of the cell. 
Although this type of anode sometimes boasts impressive capacities and high 
power capability, they are problematic due to high volume expansion and ag-
glomeration of particles that often leads to poor cycling durability.33 Alloying 
electrodes for sodium-ions include elements like tin34, bismuth35, antimony34, 
lead35, germanium34, phosphorous36, and more. Alloys typically have quite 
good specific capacity and excellent volumetric capacity, but they have yet to 
show the performance required for commercial use in sodium-ion batteries. 
The tin phosphide that is used as an anode material in Paper II & III could be 
called a conversion material, but this is somewhat misleading as it converts to 
elemental tin and phosphorus during the first cycle and does not reform the 
starting material. It instead cycles like an alloying type electrode after the ini-
tial conversion.31 

The work on anodes is complicated due to the reducing chemical environ-
ment that is unavoidable for materials that stores sodium-ions at a low poten-
tial. The reducing environment leads to interactions with the electrolyte that 
sometimes is hard to distinguish from the actual material properties. This issue 
will be covered in depth in later sections of this thesis. 
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2.3 Cathode materials 
Cathodes are exclusively of the insertion or conversion type as no alloying 
processes occur at the high potential needed for the positive electrode of a 
SIB. For sodium-ion batteries, insertion type cathodes are generally analogues 
of the materials that are used in lithium-ion batteries, such as layered oxides 
and polyanionic compounds, while metal-organic frameworks stand out as 
materials better suited for large cations.13,37 The size difference between lith-
ium and sodium leads to some differences in what the optimal crystallographic 
phases of the cathode materials are, and how easy they are to synthesize.4 One 
example of this is lithium iron phosphate (LFP) that is readily synthesized as 
the olivine phase, while synthesis of the sodium analogue results in the much 
less electrochemically active maricite phase.4,23  

The conversion type cathodes commonly utilize simple elements like sul-
fur, iodine or transition metal halogen salts such as CuCl2 and FeF3. In litera-
ture, however, insertion compounds are generally favored due to higher oper-
ating potentials and quick kinetics in combination with low volume expan-
sion.4,32  

The absolute majority of cathodes in sodium-ion batteries in literature re-
lies on the change of the oxidation state of a transition metal since these usu-
ally provide a suitable voltage. The stability for insertion type cathodes as op-
posed to conversion materials comes from their ability to release and absorb 
an alkali cation without a major structural reorganization. The change in so-
dium content occurs in conjunction with an oxidation state change on the tran-
sition metal to provide charge compensation. This means that the mobility of 
sodium ions in and out of the structure are interlinked with the transition metal 
redox activity. Therefore, it is vitally important that the diffusion of sodium 
ions through the structure is possible both before and after the oxidation state 
change to enable full material utilization and reversibility.  

Metal-organic frameworks (MOF) can have large internal voids and chan-
nels and typically perform very well with larger cations. This is because the 
open structure allows for diffusion and hosting of these ions without straining 
the structure.21,37 Prussian blue analogues including Prussian white (PW) are 
another example of open frameworks with large internal spaces. Prussian blue 
analogues are however classified as coordination complexes and not MOF’s 
since the cyanide is considered a psudohalogen. PW is the topic of paper IV, 
and is used to characterize electrolytes in papers V, VI, and VII.  

Cathodes are an essential tool for testing other components in the SIB; they 
are however also the main bottleneck for energy density in SIBs. The lower 
specific capacities of cathodes as compared to anodes means that the majority 
of the mass in a SIB is cathode material. To exemplify the discrepancy in ca-
pacity and its effects, we can use the cathode material Na2Fe2(SO4)3 with the 
capacity of 100 mAh g-1 and a well performing hard carbon anode with 386 
mAh g-1 capacity.38,39 For a full-cell with 10 Ah capacity, as used in a modern 
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phone, the hard carbon needed would weigh 25.9 g while the Na2Fe2(SO4)3 

would weigh 100 g in a very idealized case. Since the anode only constitutes 
20.5 % of the active material weight, a two-fold improvement of the cathode 
capacity would yield a much higher energy density increase than the same 
improvement on the anode. In fact, such an improvement to the cathode would 
lower the total active mass in the cell by 40 %, compared to only 10 % if the 
anode received an equivalent capacity boost.  

2.4 Electrolytes 
The electrolyte is a fundamental and often problematic component in sodium-
ion batteries. The problems arise from the many and diverse demands that are 
put on the electrolyte. The electrolyte primarily shuttles sodium ions between 
the electrodes and should thus have a high ionic conductivity to provide the 
lowest possible cell resistance. However, the electrolyte must also be able to 
withstand the electrochemistry in the battery; this includes both the oxidative 
environment at the cathode and the reducing environment at the anode. The 
stability of the electrolyte should naturally also extend over a wide range of 
temperatures to enable its use in different applications. Furthermore, the elec-
trolyte must also have acceptable surface interactions with several different 
components of the battery at the same time, since it needs to infiltrate both the 
electrodes and the separator to facilitate the transport of ions. If sodium-ion 
batteries are to be used to a large extent in society, parameters such as cost, 
toxicity, environmental impact, and overall safety of the electrolyte must be 
considered and prioritized as well.40,41 Another issue that is under the purview 
of electrolyte properties is corrosion of current collectors in the harsh chemical 
environment of the cell and oxidizing conditions of the cathode during cy-
cling. The attractive properties of aluminum in terms of electrical conductiv-
ity, cost, weight and abundance, means that any practical electrolyte for SIB 
or LIB must be compatible with aluminum current collectors.42 The oxidation 
stability of solvents are not as problematic for sodium-ion batteries as for lith-
ium-ion batteries since potentials beyond 4.5 V vs. Na+/Na is relatively un-
common due to the generally lower intercalation potentials of sodium. How-
ever, most of the currently used electrolytes are not stable against reduction at 
the anode when the electrochemical potential goes below ~1 V vs. Na+/Na. In 
fact, the best property and the main motivation for presently used electrolytes 
is that they form a passivating surface known as the solid electrolyte inter-
phase (SEI) on the anode surface as they are reduced. Figure 3 visualizes the 
previously mentioned demands put on the electrolyte in the form of a Venn 
diagram. 
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Figure 3. A Venn diagram illustrating the complex interplay of the properties of the 
electrolyte on the different figures of merit regarding safety, environment, cost, and 
performance in a SIB. 

Electrolytes can be solids or liquids. The solid electrolytes are either poly-
meric or ceramic and they are both very promising technologies, but they do 
have some practical issues. While solid electrolytes often have a very attrac-
tive electrochemical stability window (ESW) they often need to operate at 
high temperatures to attain a practical ionic conductivity, often stated as >1 
mS cm-1.43 Some ceramic and polymer electrolytes do reach this level of con-
ductivity at room temperature,44 but issues of practicality remain, especially 
due to the brittle nature of membranes and the difficulty of electrode infiltra-
tion. Currently, the largest commercial sodium-based cells use ceramic elec-
trolytes at high temperatures, but they require molten electrodes such as sulfur 
or NiCl2, and this is associated with many impractical restrictions and corro-
sion issues.45  

The best room-temperature performance is currently available from liquid 
electrolytes due to their generally good ionic conductivity (commonly be-
tween 3 and 15 mS cm-1 at ambient temperatures) and their ability to infiltrate 
porous electrodes. In SIBs, the state of the art liquid electrolytes primarily 
consist of mixtures of carbonate solvents such as ethylene carbonate (EC), 
diethyl carbonate (DEC) or ethers such as dimethoxyethane (DME), or tetra-
ethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME).41 The carbonate solvent mixtures 
deliver a good compromise of properties, such as a wide ESW and decent 
ionic-conductivity, although the main reason for the popularity of the car-
bonates is due to the stable passivation layers they form on carbonaceous an-
odes. The ethers on the other hand are stable at low potentials and allow for 
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superior performance in alloying anodes and during plating and stripping of 
metallic sodium. The use of ethers has historically been restricted due to lower 
oxidation stability than the carbonates although, as mentioned earlier, this 
might not be an issue for SIBs.46,47 There are certainly many other solvents 
that are used for SIBs, and in this thesis alone, fifteen different types from six 
separate classes are used. The ionic conductivity of most of those electrolytes 
are displayed together in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. The maximum ionic conductivities achieved in the concentration interval 
of 0.3–1.7 molal of NaPF6 for the electrolytes used in Paper V. 

The detailed discussion about all those solvents is available in Paper V, and 
we here mainly focus on the alkyl phosphates which are further discussed in 
Papers VI and VII. Alkyl phosphates have particularly attractive properties 
and are typically used as flame-retardants in other applications. Solvents of 
this type, such as TMP and TEP, are cheap and possess a wide liquid temper-
ature range.48–55 The combination of a wide temperature window and non-
flammability enables alkyl phosphates to achieve a level of safety in batteries 
that can rival or even surpass that of solid-electrolytes. As is often the case 
however, the final properties of the electrolyte is not decided by only one com-
ponent such as the solvent. In the case of electrolytes, a large part of the func-
tionality of the electrolyte is also dependent on another important component: 
the salt.  

The salts commonly used in electrolytes of today include sodium hex-
afluorophosphate (NaPF6), sodium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (NaFSI), sodium 
tetrafluoroborate (NaBF4), and sodium perchlorate (NaClO4).41 These salts are 
all highly soluble due to the weak coordination between the sodium ions and 
the large anions, which in turn enables high ionic conductivity in many or-
ganic solvents. The main challenges facing the state-of-the-art salts for so-
dium-ion batteries do not relate to their actual battery performance but to other 
attributes. The problematic attributes are cost and safety, with NaPF6 and 
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NaFSI being expensive while NaBF4 is toxic and NaClO4 explosive. There-
fore, the new alternative salts that are being developed are more focused on 
reducing cost and increasing safety rather than boosting ionic conductivity. 
The most interesting salts developed to remedy the shortcomings of the cur-
rent salts are borate based salts such as sodium bis(oxalato)borate (NaBOB) 
used in Papers VI &VII, and its close cousins sodium bis(salicylo)borate 
(NaBSB) and sodium(salicylato benzenediol)borate (NaBDSB). Some other 
interesting alternatives include Hückel type anions such as 4,5-dicyano-2-(tri-
fluoromethyl)imidazolate (NaTDI) and 4,5-dicyano-2-(pentafluoroethyl)im-
idazolate (NaPDI).42,56,57 

 Novel solvent and salt combinations are explored in Papers V, VI, & VII 
of the thesis, and the results reveal a lot of opportunity to rectify the problems 
of the older generation of electrolytes. Some of the challenges faced by the 
electrolyte can be solved by the use of the third and optional component, the 
electrolyte additive. Additives are compounds that are added in small amounts 
to the electrolyte in order to manipulate or add some property, such as flam-
mability, freezing point, passivation behavior, and overcharge protection. 
There are many examples of additives but the most common by far in sodium-
ion batteries is FEC58, that is added for its stellar anode passivation enhancing 
properties. Additives that are designed to extend the ESW of batteries break 
down before the electrolyte in order to create passivation layers that stops fur-
ther reactions on the anode or cathode. Additives are very useful in battery 
research since any solvent-salt combination is likely to have an “achilles heel” 
that renders it impractical, such as aluminum corrosion or SEI dissolution. A 
small amount of a suitable additive can solve these isolated issues without 
requiring a major change to the composition of the electrolyte such as increas-
ing the salt concentration or adding co-solvents. 

2.5 Solid electrolyte interphase 
The ideal electrolyte would not need any SEI as it would be thermodynami-
cally stable against the anode surface, however, due to the limitations in the 
choice of electrolytes, almost all high-voltage batteries with low potential an-
odes rely on the formation of an SEI (see Figure 5). The SEI is formed on the 
anode surface from the reduction products of the solvent, salt, and any even-
tual additives in the electrolyte, and it is imperative that the passivating layer 
is formed with some essential properties. The importance of surface layer for-
mation in some electrochemical systems has been recognized for several dec-
ades, and its first formal description from the year 1979 is often attributed to 
E. Peled.59 
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Figure 5. Illustration of the difference between a thermodynamically stable electro-
lyte (left) and an electrolyte that operates beyond its electrochemical stability range 
(center & right) 

What Peled described is the properties required of any surface layer that would 
allow any material to be electrochemically useful in a system where the elec-
trochemical potential is beyond the thermodynamic limits of the electrolyte.59 
Peled postulated that 1) the ideal SEI would be electronically insulating to stop 
the surface layer from continuously growing; 2) the surface layer should be 
permeable to ions to prevent the SEI blocking any useful electrochemistry 
from occurring; 3) the surface layer should be insoluble and chemically inert 
as to only have to be formed once and thus stopping any unwanted decompo-
sition reactions from occurring.  

Avoiding continuous formation of the SEI is essential because the creation 
of the SEI layer consumes electrolyte and depletes the sodium inventory, and 
a continuous formation would therefore severely limit the lifetime of any bat-
tery. The passivation layer in sodium-ion batteries consist of both organic and 
inorganic species, and many of these seem to have comparatively higher sol-
ubility than SEI components formed in lithium batteries.60,27 This problematic 
issue is explored in Paper I, and because the passivation by the decomposition 
products of carbonates cannot be relied upon to the same degree as in the lith-
ium case it constitutes a significant barrier to stable cycling of sodium-ion 
batteries. Therefore, additives and other types of synthetic SEI forming tech-
niques are often required. Following Paper I, Paper V aims to provide a current 
and general overview on the performance and characteristics of different ad-
ditives in various solvents. The need for this overview was because the infor-
mation in literature regarding sodium-ion batteries was relatively scattered 
over many different systems and decades of research. 

The SEI is not just a curiosity, hidden deep within the field of electrochem-
istry, and the understanding of SEI formation in LIB has enabled many of the 
portable devices that are common in everyday life. Devices using high-voltage 
LIBs would not be possible without a very well-functioning SEI. Since SIBs 
are in many ways analogous to LIBs, it is imperative that the SEI formation 
and its properties in SIBs are understood to be able to compete with LIBs. The 
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chemical and electrochemical stability of the SEI components are indispensa-
ble. When considering the alloying type of electrodes, the SEI also requires 
good mechanical properties. In these systems, the SEI must adapt to substan-
tial volume changes during cycling without delaminating or cracking as this 
would expose fresh reactive surfaces that require further passivation. Since 
the SEI formation is vital for the function of the battery, and many of the dif-
ferences regarding electrochemistry between lithium and sodium are mani-
fested in the SEI formation, this subject stands out as one of the most important 
fields of study to realize practical SIBs. 
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3 Methods 

3.1 Electrochemical analysis 
Electrochemical techniques are used in this thesis to describe some fundamen-
tal properties of the electrode materials and electrolytes. For electrode materi-
als, the two primary properties are specific capacity and average potential that 
combined yields the specific energy density of a cell or electrode material (Eq. 
1). Energy is most often reported in watt-hour (Wh) instead of joule (J) since 
it is a more intuitive unit for batteries. The capacity of an electrode material 
describes how many charges the material is capable of storing or releasing and 
the capacity is either reported per weight or volume. This relates to how many 
sodium-ions can be inserted or removed within the host material. While the 
capacity of the first discharge is all that is important for primary cells, re-
chargeable batteries are mostly described by stating their reversible capacity. 
Capacity is most commonly reported as mAh g-1 instead of the SI unit for 
charge, the Coulomb (Q). Reversibility of the capacity is described within one 
cycle by Coulombic efficiency (Eq. 2), or between cycles as capacity retention 
where the capacity retained is reported at a certain cycle number, either as an 
absolute number in mAh g-1 or in percent of an earlier cycle. The other im-
portant metric, potential, involves measurements to describe the potentials at 
which the reversible reactions occur and the polarization at different current 
densities. The polarization or over-potential required for driving the reactions 
within a material or cell is important since it has an impact on energy effi-
ciency (Eq. 3).  

For electrolytes, the primary metrics are ionic conductivity (σ) and electro-
chemical stability. The conductivity of electrolytes is often reported in 
mS cm-1 and is obtained by applying an alternating voltage to the electrolyte 
and measuring the specific resistance (ρ). The specific resistance is then con-
verted to conductivity according to Eq. 4. The ionic conductivity of an elec-
trolyte is a function of both temperature and concentration of the salt, and as 
such, the conditions for the conductivity measurement are very important. The 
electrochemical stability of all the components within the cell such as electro-
lyte, electrode materials, current collectors etc. are of the outmost importance. 
The acceptable operating range for a material is denoted as its ESW and is 
measured in volts vs. a suitable reference electrode.  
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3.1.1 Conductivity measurements 
Conductivity measurements were performed using the Mettler Toledo 
SevenGo Duo pro pH/ORP/Ion/Conductivity meter SG78 with an InLab 
738ISM probe. All room temperature measurements were performed under 
argon in a glovebox and used the internal sensor of the probe for temperature 
measurement. The cryogenic measurements were performed in a fume hood 
and temperature control was achieved by means of liquid nitrogen. Preceding 
the measurement, the vial containing the electrolyte was placed in a large alu-
minum block that acted as a thermal buffer, and a control measurement of the 
conductivity was performed. After the control measurement, the aluminum 
block was cooled down and the temperature of the electrolyte was measured 
using a k-type thermocouple. After the desired temperature was reached, the 
electrolyte was allowed to heat up slowly and measurements were conducted 
as this occurred. 

3.1.2 Galvanostatic cycling 
In battery research, specially designed battery testing systems are used to test 
the various properties of cells. Battery-cycling instruments are based on either 
solely galvanostats or combinations of both galvanostats and potentiostats. In 
this work, multiple instruments have been employed including: Digatron BTS-
600 battery testing system, Biologic MPG-2 battery tester, Neware BTS4000 
galvanostat, Novonix high precision charger, and LANHE battery testing sys-
tem. 

Galvanostatic cycling is the most common technique in battery research 
and is used to test parameters like capacity, Coulombic efficiency, and energy 
efficiency. During the measurement, a constant positive or negative current is 
drawn from the electrodes (charge is positive current and discharge negative) 
while the voltage is recorded. In galvanostatic cycling, low currents are typi-
cally used to test the capacity of active materials while higher currents can 
probe properties such as ion diffusion and electrical conductivity. The current 
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used in galvanostatic experiments are typically reported in mA g-1 or in terms 
of C-rate to give a material specific value for the time required for a full charge 
or discharge. The specific current that a system, material, or electrolyte can 
practically sustain without excessive polarization is commonly reported as the 
“rate-capability”.  

Galvanostatic cycling is conducted within a certain voltage window, where 
charging is done until the voltage required to obtain the desired current ex-
ceeds the value specified in the experiment. In the same way, the discharge is 
conducted until the voltage drops below the set value. Figure 6 displays the 
results from one full galvanostatic cycle of tin phosphide using a half-cell con-
figuration.  

 
Figure 6. Voltage vs. capacity plot from one charge-discharge cycle of tin phosphide 
in a half-cell cycled at 50 mA g-1 and charged to 1.2 V (red), then discharged to 10 
mV (black). 

3.1.3 Intermittent current interruption  
Intermittent current interruption (ICI) is a technique that introduces short 
pauses into a standard galvanostatic cycling protocol to measure the internal 
cell resistance. There are many types of current interruption techniques and 
they all measure the OCV of the cells i.e. the voltage without any current ap-
plied after an arbitrary time of relaxation. The ICI technique used here is a 
more advanced form of the usual current interruption techniques. It was de-
veloped by M. Lacey at Uppsala University61 and combines short current in-
terruptions with regression calculations to find the cell potential at time zero 
of the current interruption. These calculations are performed using several po-
tential measurements collected during the brief interruption and relies on the 
linear dependence of the cell voltage vs. t1/2 in the timescale of the measure-
ment. This is advantageous since it enables some time dependent processes 
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such as diffusion to be extrapolated out of the resistance determination. Prac-
tical benefits of the regression calculation include shorter time duration of the 
current interruptions and better agreement with EIS-based resistance measure-
ments than single point current interruptions.61 The short measurement time 
in turn allows for frequent sampling without significantly disturbing the cell 
cycling. The work in Paper V used 1 s current interruptions and sampled the 
cell potential every 100 ms during the current interruption. When using these 
settings and sampling resistance at 5 min intervals for a cell cycled at 0.2 C, 
the increase in relative time per cycle amounted to ca. 0.3 %. Furthermore, 
when this technique is applied to a three-electrode cell, the relaxation of both 
the working and counter electrode can be measured independently of each 
other. This enables the resistance of the anode and cathode to be determined 
separately. The resistance obtained from the ICI measurements include all the 
frequency independent resistances. Since no validation measurements of the 
resistances was performed in Paper V, the values obtained were only used for 
comparing the resistance of similar cells using the same technique and current 
density.  

3.1.4 Cyclic voltammetry 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) instruments are termed potentiostats and the instru-
ments used for CV in this thesis include instruments such as a Biologic MPG-
2 battery tester. CV analysis involves sweeping the potential of the working 
electrode at a certain rate called the sweep rate. The current is recorded while 
sweeping the potential between two predetermined voltage limits referred to 
as vertex potentials. Any reversible redox reactions appear as two peaks, one 
anodic and one cathodic peak. If the current originates from irreversible reac-
tions, there will only be one peak, and the process is readily identified as an 
oxidation or reduction by the direction of the current. In the case of identifying 
electrochemical stability of the electrolyte, the irreversible decomposition of 
electrolyte leads to a high current, and successive scans are usually performed 
to ascertain if any passivation occurs as the process progresses. In Figure 7, a 
schematic CV is provided as an example and contains one irreversible oxida-
tion process and a reversible redox reaction with electrolyte decomposition at 
either ends of the sweep range. The amount of information that can be ob-
tained by this simple technique is quite impressive, but in this work, the 
method has primarily been used to determine the ESW of the electrolyte and 
current collectors, as well as identifying the equilibrium potential for redox 
reactions that occur in electrode materials. 
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Figure 7. Schematic cyclic voltammogram where there is one irreversible oxidation 
and one reversible redox reaction. The dotted lines indicates the ESW of the electro-
lyte and decomposition occurs beyond these potentials.  

3.2 Electrode preparation 
The electrochemical analysis in this work has been performed primarily using 
tape cast electrodes prepared from water-based slurries. The slurries were pre-
pared by mixing the active material with a conductive additive and the binder 
sodium carboxymethyl cellulose. Water is added to the mixture to dissolve the 
binder and facilitate homogenous mixing of materials during the ball milling. 
The composition of electrodes used in this work are summarized in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. The composition of the different electrode coatings that were used in this 
thesis. 

Paper Active material 
(A) 

Conductive additive  
(C) 

Binder 
(B) 

Composition 
(A:C:B) 

I Super P - NaCMC 90:0:10 
II, III Sn4P3 C65 NaCMC 80:10:10 

V,VI, VII Prussian white C65 NaCMC 85:10:5 
V,VI, VII Hard-carbon - NaCMC 95:0:5 

The slurry obtained after mixing was coated onto aluminum or copper foil by 
spreading it with a spiral bar, doctor blade or applicator rod. After the coatings 
were allowed to dry for some time, electrode discs ranging from 10 to 20 mm 
diameter were punched using precision punches. The obtained discs were 
thoroughly dried under vacuum in a glove box to remove any trace of solvents 
or water from the electrodes before use. 
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Metallic alkali metals were used for the counter electrodes in half-cells; the 
lithium used in paper I was punched directly from a commercial 100 µm thick 
lithium foil before use. In a typical procedure for sodium electrodes, sodium 
cubes were cleaned from surface oxides by cutting away the outer layer with 
a scalpel in an argon glovebox. The clean sodium was then sliced into thin 
layers and a slice was placed between a piece of aluminum foil and low-den-
sity polyethylene film. The sodium slice was pressed by means of a hydraulic 
press into a thin layer that adheres firmly to the aluminum foil and is protected 
by the polymer film. Sodium electrode discs were obtained by punching cir-
cular discs of the desired size that was typically a few mm larger in diameter 
than the size of the working electrode. Before use in the cell, the polyethylene 
plastic was removed to expose a fresh sodium metal surface. 

Preparation of reference electrodes was performed by electrochemical des-
odiation of Prussian white electrodes to a voltage that corresponds to the cen-
ter of the upper flat voltage plateau of the material. After desodiation, the cell 
was disassembled in a glove box and the reference electrode was cleaned with 
DMC before being cut into appropriate sizes. 

3.3 Cell types and assembly 
The cells in this work mostly consist of coin cell or pouch bag designs (Figure 
8b). When assembling pouch bag cells, the two electrodes are stacked together 
with a porous separator between the electrodes as seen in Figure 8a. The sep-
arators used in this thesis consisted of polymer separators such as Solupor or 
Celgard, or fiber-based separators such as Dreamweaver or glass fiber. The 
electrode stack was placed within the pouch bag with both electrodes in con-
tact with separate current collectors consisting of metal foil, usually copper or 
aluminum. The electrolyte was added with an auto-pipet, and the pouch bag 
was sealed in argon atmosphere at pressures below 30 mBar. For coin cells, 
the process was the same, but the sealing occurred under ambient pressure in 
argon atmosphere. 
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Figure 8. The cell stack and its components (a) and two basic cell types used in this 
work: pouch-cell with aluminum current collectors and a coin-cell (insert) (b). 

This work utilized both two-electrode and three-electrode cells. In two-elec-
trode setups the counter electrode is also used as the reference-electrode, while 
in the case of three-electrode cells, the reference is an independent electrode. 
Two-electrode experiments are less accurate and provide less information than 
three-electrode experiments, but the lack of reliable reference electrodes and 
complex cell-constructions make two-electrode cells the only practical option 
in many cases. In addition to differentiating between two- and three-electrode 
cells, battery researchers also distinguish between half- and full-cells. Half-
cells utilize an alkali metal such as sodium as the counter electrode, but full-
cells instead use any non-alkali metal anode material such as hard-carbon in a 
cell vs. a cathode material. While sodium metal can be considered an anode 
material, it is generally considered less practical and thus half-cells are used 
mostly in research because they provide a reference voltage vs. Na+/Na and 
allow for a practically infinite supply of sodium-ions in the cell. Another im-
portant factor for half-cells is that electrolytes are required to be stable against 
the alkali metal, and while this is usually not a big issue for lithium-ion bat-
teries, metallic sodium is more reactive. Half-cells containing sodium metal 
are prone to cross-talk where decomposition products migrate between the 
electrodes. This is caused by the poor sodium plating and stripping efficiency 
in most electrolytes and needs to be taken into account when performing anal-
ysis of surface layer formation and even when characterizing the performance 
of electrode materials.27,62,63 Full-cells use the same configuration as commer-
cial batteries and provide more reliable data on reversibility and electrolyte 
performance. However, the lack of an alkali-ion reservoir and referenced volt-
age from the metallic sodium can make them less suited for fundamental char-
acterization of electrode materials.  

Cells designed for testing Prussian white cathode material and electrolytes 
in Paper V and VI are demonstrated in Figure 9 to exemplify the different cell 
configurations and cell types. The half-cell in Figure 9a shows the potential 
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curve of Prussian white vs. Na+/Na very clearly during intercalation and de-
intercalation of sodium, while also revealing how much sodium can reversibly 
be inserted in the structure without the restriction of a finite sodium supply. 
The full-cell in Figure 9b has substituted the sodium metal with hard-carbon 
and the cell displays a sloping voltage profile. This is because the voltage is 
no longer referenced vs. Na+/Na, and instead the potential difference between 
hard-carbon and Prussian white is measured. The lower discharge capacity is 
explained by the SEI formation and general side-reactions that consume so-
dium-ions from the cathode, and these are no longer compensated for by so-
dium metal. The cause of the sloping voltage profile in the full-cell is illus-
trated by a three-electrode full-cell in Figure 9c, where the voltage profile of 
both anode and cathode are measurable by the means of a third independent 
reference electrode. When hard-carbon substitutes the sodium metal, it acts as 
the reference and since hard carbon does not have a fixed voltage like sodium 
metal, the measured voltage profile has the slope of both hard carbon and 
Prussian white superimposed. The voltage difference between the red and 
black voltage curves from the Prussian white (Figure 9c middle) and hard car-
bon (Figure 9c bottom) yields the cell voltage in the full-cell during discharge 
and charge, respectively, as seen in the top of Figure 9c. 

 
Figure 9. Examples of voltage profiles obtained from a half-cell with a Prussian 
white cathode (a), a two electrode full-cell using an hard-carbon anode (b), and a 
three electrode full-cell utilizing a  partially desodiated Prussian white reference 
electrode (c). 

3.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 
The surface layer formation on the electrodes was studied using both XPS and 
resistance measurements, but XPS is a particularly vital technique when char-
acterizing the composition of very thin surface layers. XPS relies on x-ray 
radiation to eject a photoelectron from atomic orbitals within the sample.64 A 
hemispherical analyser detects the photoelectron and its kinetic energy by 
sweeping the detector across an energy range, only allowing a specified inter-
val of energies through the detector. The energy gap size is called the pass 
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energy and constitutes a parameter for the instrument resolution.65 The benefit 
of these measurements is the extreme surface sensitivity coupled to the ability 
to determine the chemical environment of individual elements. Despite the 
high penetration of x-rays, the fact that photoelectron can only reach the de-
tector if it is ejected from very close to the surface ensures that the signal 
originates from surface species.65 The energy of the photoelectrons are af-
fected by several factors, as seen from Eq. 5. 
 

 (Eq. 5) 

The energy of the detected electrons is a function of the photon energy minus 
the binding energy and a number of additional impeding factors such as; 1) 
the recoil energy that is generally ignored due to its low value (0.1-0.01 eV), 
2) the work function that is instrument-specific, and 3) the electrostatic charg-
ing which is more important in non-conductive samples.64 The objective when 
using XPS is to detect slight shifts in the electron binding energy of specific 
orbitals in some essential elements. These shifts provide information about the 
chemical environment of the elements in question. The electron binding en-
ergy shift allows us to get insight into the chemical composition of the surface 
layers on any component of the battery. 

There is a subset of the XPS technique called HAXPES; short for “hard x-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy”. This technique uses higher energy radiation 
(>2000 eV) from synchrotron sources and provides the ability to probe deeper 
into the material.66 Using HAXPES enables several additional orbitals to be 
examined, and the tunable energy available at synchrotrons enables the ability 
to achieve depth-resolution. Higher energies come with some disadvantages; 
as the energy of the radiation is increased, the cross-section of the targeted 
atoms decreases, giving a severe loss of signal. Moreover, issues with radia-
tion damage of the sample can become more noticeable. 

One should be very careful when using XPS as many phenomena can lead 
to erroneous conclusions. Examples of this include Auger electrons detected 
as false peaks and sample charging that can shift the spectra by several elec-
tron volts. In this work, the spectra were calibrated by an internal standard. 
Using an internal standard means that we identify a well-known peak origi-
nating from the sample, such as the C-H peak, and we then shift all the meas-
ured spectra from the sample by the amount needed to centre the C-H peak at 
285 eV. The use of an internal standard should compensate for the work func-
tion and electrostatic charging of the samples if one assumes that these are 
constant.64 
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3.5 Other characterizations 
3.5.1 Thermogravimetric analysis 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measures the weight of a sample with high 
precision as the sample is heated at a controlled rate up to a predetermined 
temperature. The technique gives information about the amount of water or 
other volatile compounds in a sample and ultimately the decomposition tem-
perature of the sample. TGA was used to assess the water content and thermal 
stability of Prussian white as well as the decomposition temperature of Na-
BOB in nitrogen atmosphere as discussed in Papers IV & VI. 

3.5.2 Differential scanning calorimetry 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a technique that is used to charac-
terize events in a material that is associated with any endothermic or exother-
mic processes. DSC can also be used to measure the heat capacity of a material 
and detect if any change to the heat capacity occurs at any given temperature. 
Most DSC instruments heats or cools the sample at a constant rate while both 
the heat flux and sample temperature are recorded. Freezing points would be 
detected as an exothermic peak as the enthalpy of crystallization is released, 
while the opposite process of melting would be endothermic. Changes in heat 
capacity is more useful for finding glass transition temperatures in polymers, 
while the magnitude of the enthalpy change is useful in thermodynamic de-
scriptions of the material.  

Paper VII in this thesis employs DSC to determine the melting points of 
solvents and solvent mixtures by identifying at which temperature the endo-
thermic enthalpy of fusion is detected. 

3.5.3 Flammability tests 
The flammability tests performed in Papers VI and VII in this thesis were per-
formed to determine if an open flame could ignite the electrolytes. A rigorous 
approach would be to determine the SET, or self-extinguishing-time of the 
samples. However, less stringent descriptions were used since the focus of the 
works was on non-flammable electrolytes where the SET would be zero. The 
determinations were performed by soaking the electrolyte into a porous and 
non-flammable substrate such as glass fiber. After soaking, the sample was 
exposed to a butane flame and the process was filmed. A sample would be 
classified as non-flammable if no signs of fire were present after the ignition 
source was removed. If the flame persisted but died out spontaneously before 
the electrolyte sample was consumed, the sample would be classified as self-
extinguishing. In the cases where the flame propagated and persisted until the 
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entire amount of electrolyte was consumed, the sample would be classified as 
flammable.  

3.5.4 X-ray diffraction 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the primary technique used to obtain information 
regarding the structure of crystalline compounds. XRD relies on constructive 
interference of monochromatic x-rays. The conditions that give rise to con-
structive interference is described by Bragg’s law (Eq. 6):  

 
2 	 Θ   (Eq. 6) 

 
The angle for constructive interference is specific for different wavelengths λ 
and multiples thereof (n) where certain interatomic distances between lattice 
planes (d) will lead to constructive interference when the incident radiation is 
at a certain angle theta (Θ). In other words, if an x-ray beam is directed at a 
crystalline compound, an x-ray detector will measure sharp peaks of intensity 
where the angle is such that a lattice plane will give rise to constructive inter-
ference. Paper II utilizes operando XRD to prove the irreversible decomposi-
tion of Sn4P3 during sodiation and Paper IV uses operando XRD to show the 
effect of sodiation on the structure of Prussian white cathode materials. 
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4 Results 

4.1 The SEI dissolution in carbonates 
The mechanism that leads to SEI formation in sodium-ion batteries is the same 
as for its lithium counterpart, but the composition and stability of the SEI is 
different in small yet significant ways. The work performed by Moshkovich 
et al.60 highlighted this by showing the differences in SEI properties when 
plating lithium, sodium and potassium on an EQCM crystal from a solution of 
perchlorate salts dissolved in propylene carbonate. Their results showed that 
SEI formed from sodium has inferior stability as compared to the SEI in both 
potassium and lithium systems. In Paper I, this was investigated further by 
observations of the severity of this effect in a system more targeted towards 
practical batteries. As the hypothesis was that the SEI formed in the sodium 
system was soluble, a model system that would allow the measurement of any 
dissolution effect was developed. The method aimed to be as relevant as pos-
sible to practical cells and works with both lithium and sodium while provid-
ing a strong signal to make measurements as reliable as possible. A working 
electrode based on Super P carbon was chosen for the tests. The following 
reasoning motivated the choice: i) Super P carbon is active toward both so-
dium and lithium, ii) Super P carbon has a large surface area that will increase 
any dissolution effect due to a more substantial amount of SEI formation, and 
iii) the Super P carbon surface is very close or identical to most surfaces in 
commercial batteries as it is also used as a conductive additive, and thereby 
covering the surfaces of active particles in real electrodes. The electrochemi-
cal experiment was set up with some inspiration from J. Dahn et al.67 The 
cycling program is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Cycling and relaxation results from Paper I. Schematic cell construction 
(a) and cycling program (b). Potential during the cycling and capacity for each cycle 
for lithium (c & d) and sodium (e & f). Comparison of potential increase during the 
first 100-hour relaxation step (g) and a figure showing where the potential after relax-
ation would be on a galvanostatic charge curve (h). Reproduced from Paper I with 
permission from the American chemical society. 

The strategy was to cycle electrodes for ten cycles to stabilize capacity and 
fully form the SEI, and upon the completion of the 10th sodiation, the cell was 
paused at open circuit conditions for 100 hours while logging the potential of 
the cell. The potential change during the pause reveals if any sodium from the 
Super P electrode is consumed during what should be static conditions. When 
the SEI is dissolving from the carbon anode, the subsequent reformation of 
SEI by surface reactions of the electrolyte consumes the sodium hosted in the 
carbon anode. This leads to an increase in potential, which can be used to 
determine the capacity loss by fitting the potential to a charge curve (Figure 
10h). However, since the voltage measurement at OCV is not subject to po-
larization during the pause, as it is during galvanostatic desodiation, the accu-
racy of this method is arguable. Because of this, the lost capacity from the 
subsequent galvanostatic desodiation was primarily used to determine the 
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amount of sodium that was lost to dissolution processes. In Figure 10d & 10f 
this lost desodiation capacity can be seen as outlier points at the 11th, 16th, 21th 
cycle, and so on, with lower desodiation capacity than adjacent cycles. This is 
a direct result of the pause-step introduced before the desodiation. When com-
paring Figure 10f & 10h, it can be seen that both methods for calculating the 
capacity loss yield roughly the same result, but the potential tracking would 
be less reliable for electrode materials that exhibit larger polarization and a 
flat voltage profile. 

The results presented in Figure 11 show that the SEI dissolution effect was 
quite severe in the unmodified sodium system. Self-discharge is usually ex-
pressed in terms of percent when describing the performance of a battery. 
However, the surface effects is the focus of this study and as such, the aim 
was to explore how much material was stripped per surface area. Since the 
surface area is assumed to be equal in the soft carbon anodes used and the 
specific capacity varies, the capacity loss is best viewed in terms of mAh g-1. 
When implementing measures that alters the capacity of the system such as 
voltage restriction or polarization increasing additives to combat SEI dissolu-
tion, the number of ions that go into solution per surface area remains as the 
important factor. With this reasoning, the percent of capacity loss is of minor 
importance unless the voltage increase becomes so great that the conditions in 
the cell change. 

 
Figure 11. Summary of results from Paper I showing the capacity loss in mAh g-1 

during relaxation for different systems. Reproduced from paper I with permission 
from the American chemical society. 

The most dysfunctional system was Super P cycled in 1 M NaPF6-EC:DEC 
electrolyte, and even though the equivalent lithium system was far from per-
fect, it verifies the problems facing the sodium SEI when using what could be 
called a standard electrolyte. The SEI dissolution is shown to persist up to 0.7 
V in the “standard” EC:DEC electrolyte, which means that the dissolution of 
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the SEI is most probably affecting the results in ordinary galvanostatic cy-
cling, where it would show up as poor Coulombic efficiency. Since the low 
potential is the cause of the electrolyte breakdown and given the fact that the 
potential increases to different extent during the pause experiments, we also 
wanted to investigate if increasing the potential of the anode would be bene-
ficial or detrimental to the dissolution behavior. The effect of the potential 
difference between Li & Na was investigated by restricting the lower potential 
of a Super P electrode cycled against lithium metal to +0.3 V vs. lithium, and 
thus simulate the potential of sodium. The results from this test indicates that 
the higher potential of sodium was not the cause of the poor performance of 
SEI in sodium cells, as the voltage restricted Li-Super P cells had better per-
formance than its unrestricted counterpart. 

The effect of the common additive FEC was also investigated, and the re-
sults show that FEC slows down the dissolution of the SEI enough to be on 
par with the unmodified lithium system. The role of FEC is to decompose to 
form both polymer chains and sodium fluoride on the surface. While the ben-
eficial behavior of FEC is clear, it does also increase the polarization, which 
leads to lower capacity.  

These conclusions however, assume that the SEI is soluble. Other effects 
such as delamination, cracking and solvent permeability of the SEI could also 
give similar results. To be able to exclude the aforementioned effects, HAX-
PES measurements on Super P electrodes were performed on electrodes that 
had been paused for different amounts of time. The results show that the thick-
ness of the SEI is decreasing over time as evidenced by the increase of the 
substrate signal with increasing pause time as seen in Figure 12. This would 
only be the case if the SEI is indeed soluble, as none of the other envisioned 
mechanisms would lead to SEI removal in a cell during a pause. 

These results were imperative to adapt our strategies for future XPS meas-
urements and gave a good starting point in the understanding of the problem 
at hand. Furthermore, the work shows that the initially formed SEI is thick, as 
it utterly obscured the substrate signal when measured by photon energy of 
2005 eV unless the electrode was left in the cell to dissolve the SEI for more 
than three days. 
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Figure 12. HAXPES spectra of Super P electrodes sodiated and kept at OCV condi-
tions for 72 h (red) and 168 h (blue) and a pristine uncycled sample (grey). The anal-
ysis was performed using both 2005 eV (left) and 6015 eV (right) photon energies. 
Reproduced from Paper I with permission from the American chemical society. 

Even though the electrochemical stability of the SEI can be ruled out as the 
cause of the dissolution in the initial parts of this test due to the OCV condi-
tions, there is a shifting voltage in the cells. In later stages of the test, it is 
plausible that the associated potential increase could lead to the inclusion of 
electrochemical stability effects in some systems where the potential increase 
is significant. One example would be the cells using electrolyte of 1 M NaPF6 
in EC:DEC where the potential increase amounted to almost 700 mV. The ex-
perimental approach used in this work can quantify if the static SEI stability 
is sufficient and it is only when the stability is very poor that the voltage in-
crease is big enough to be considered as an important factor. These tests still 
leave the question of electrochemical stability somewhat unanswered and this 
motivated further tests regarding this property. 

4.2 The SEI behavior during cycling in tin-phosphide 
In Paper II & III the SEI behavior was investigated in a more dynamic envi-
ronment and the XPS measurements were conducted at several points during 
the charge and discharge. In this work, the anode material tin phosphide was 
used as the working electrode. Tin phosphide is a simple compound consisting 
of tin and phosphorus, which are both electrochemically active towards so-
dium at low potentials. As pure anode materials in sodium-ion batteries both 
tin and phosphorous have high specific capacities and low average potentials, 
but also a large volume change during cycling. Apart from this, they do have 
different additional challenges. The performance of tin is quite good when 

The C-C peak from 
the electrode be-
comes more visible 
after long pause-time. 
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small particles are used, but fabrication and implementation of nano-sized tin 
particles is challenging as tin suffers from agglomeration of the small particles 
with capacity decay as a result. Phosphorus on the other hand suffers from 
poor electrical conductivity and requires high amounts of conductive additive 
in order to achieve its enormous capacity. By combining tin and phosphorus 
into tin phosphide, it is possible to form tin nanoparticles in a matrix of phos-
phorus in situ as the tin phosphide is decomposed. This combination hinders 
agglomeration of tin particles as they are more dispersed and kept apart by the 
phosphorus while also acting as a conductive additive for the phosphorus. 

In this work, tin phosphide was synthesized by ball-milling red phospho-
rous with metallic tin in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio. Although tin phosphide 
reduces the problems of tin and phosphorus, it still presents many chances for 
the SEI to fail as the material converts, expands, contracts, and consist of two 
different active components. The plethora of effects that can occur in this sys-
tem makes firm conclusions somewhat difficult, but it is still an interesting 
system and rendered some unexpected results. In Paper II, the SEI formation 
on tin phosphide was investigated using an electrolyte consisting of 1 M 
NaFSI salt in EC:DEC with 10 vol% FEC additive. The HAXPES results in 
Figure 13 show a series of samples starting with a SEI-free pristine sample at 
the top, intended to be used as a reference for the bulk composition. The 
soaked sample (sample 1) shows no significant surface layer formation and 
this means that the SEI is not spontaneously formed. After the first sodiation 
(sample 2), the measurements show new components at high binding energies. 
The absence of a substrate signal indicates that a thick SEI has formed. As the 
sample is progressively desodiated (sample 3 & 4) the substrate signal reap-
pears, only to again disappear during a second sodiation (sample 5 & 6). All 
in all, this shows that the formed SEI is not static, and that the SEI thickness 
is very dependent on the state of charge as evidenced by the gradual disap-
pearance and reappearance of the substrate signal during sodiation and deso-
diation. Furthermore, the composition of the SEI is also changing along with 
the state of charge, indicating that some of the components within the SEI are 
not electrochemically stable. The compositional change at different states of 
charge is seen as shifting relative intensity of different species. 
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Figure 13. The composition of the carbon species of the SEI during cycling of tin 
phosphide in NaFSI-EC:DEC electrolyte measured by HAXPES with 2005 eV (left) 
and 6015 eV (right) photon energy. Reproduced from Paper II with permission from 
Elsevier. 

HAXPES measurements also showed that the NaFSI salt is not a significant 
contributor to the SEI formation. This is based on the lack of decomposition 
products from the FSI anion, such as sulfur and nitrogen species (see Figure 
14), leading to the conclusion that the SEI is formed primarily from FEC and 
the electrolyte solvent as indicated by the abundant existence of carbon-fluo-
rine compounds seen at 290 eV in Figure 13. 
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Figure 14. Sn 3d (a), S 2p (b), and N 1s spectra (c) of Sn4P3 electrodes at different 
SOC from sodium half-cells. Black lines & red lines represent 2005 & 6015 eV exci-
tation energies, respectively. Reproduced from Paper II with permission from Else-
vier. 

The literature on tin phosphide suggests that the compound is irreversibly con-
verted to elemental tin and phosphorus during the initial sodiation,68 and this 
was also confirmed by experiments as this would be critical in the interpreta-
tion of the HAXPES results. To verify the irreversible conversion, operando 
XRD was performed, and the results unambiguously show that the crystalline 
phase of tin phosphide vanishes and does not return during charging; see Fig-
ure 15.  
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Figure 15. Contour map (top) composed of 100 diffraction patterns collected during 
the 1st discharge and subsequent charge of Sn4P3. Intensity arising from the (110) so-
dium reflection can be seen appearing near ~29.5°. Indices for observed Sn4P3 reflec-
tions are indicated in parenthesis. X-ray powder diffraction pattern (bottom). The red 
square indicates angels where the operando XRD was collected. Reproduced from 
Paper II with permission from Elsevier. 

The results from paper II provided further understanding and clues to some 
problems that required investigation to achieve better performance from the 
tin phosphide system. 

Several authors have previously described a large improvement in capacity 
retention when lowering the charge voltage in anodes where metallic tin was 
a component.69–73 After careful analysis of the results from Paper I and a liter-
ature review, a study was performed where the cycling voltage window was 
restricted in terms of the upper cut-off potential. The strategy was imple-
mented to see if the electrochemical instability of the SEI could be avoided by 
simply not subjecting the SEI to higher potentials than necessary. A matrix of 
cells consisting of identical tin phosphide electrodes were cycled. By using 
two different electrolytes and two different cycling regimes in four parallel 
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series of experiments, it was also expected to identify whether the electro-
chemical instability was salt dependent. In addition to the electrolyte consist-
ing of EC:DEC, 10 vol% FEC, and 1 M NaFSI, cells using the same electro-
lyte formulation but with NaFSI substituted for NaPF6 were included. The up-
per cut-off potential was set to 2.5 V for reference cells and to 1.2 V for cells 
intended to test if electrochemical stability issues could be avoided. The re-
sults (Figure 16) show that restricting the upper cut-off potential has a drastic 
impact on capacity fading, and the cells using the lower cut-off potential pro-
vided much better cycling stability for both NaFSI and NaPF6 salts. In the 
comparison between the salts, it was also quite clear that NaFSI salt outper-
formed NaPF6 salt by a fair margin.  

 
Figure 16. Cycling results comparing the capacity retention when using NaPF6 and 
NaFSI-based electrolytes during cycling in half-cells (left), and voltage profiles of 
selected cycles from the half-cells (right). Reproduced from Paper II with permis-
sion from Elsevier. 

One issue when working with this particular system is that one primary fading 
mechanism is the agglomeration of tin particles,69 and the fact that the choice 
of salt would influence this effect was not expected. Although more experi-
ments are required to put these conclusions on firmer grounds, the results in-
dicate that the electrochemical stability of the salts and their decomposition 
products has a part to play by hindering agglomeration. The surface of the 
metal particles must be clean to some extent in order for them to fuse to-
gether.74 If the SEI is stripped off the surface, the agglomeration is not inhib-
ited as effectively as if the SEI would keep the surfaces apart. HAXPES meas-
urements show that the Sn 3d signal becomes considerably stronger when the 
electrode is charged all the way to 2.5 V (Figure 17), and this indicates that 
the passivating layer is much thinner in this cycling regime.  
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Figure 17. HAXPES measurements of three different tin phosphide electrodes using 
different cycling conditions or electrolytes. The strong tin signal when high cut-off 
potentials are utilized can be observed. Reproduced from Paper II with permission 
from Elsevier. 

The results mentioned above leads to the hypothesis that the lower voltage 
cycling regime renders considerably better cycling stability because agglom-
eration is prevented. Agglomeration is effectively prevented when the SEI is 
not stripped off to the same extent, and that NaFSI or at least absence of NaPF6 

has a similar effect even in the high voltage cycling regime. As previously 
mentioned, the complexity of this system makes it difficult to provide a firm 
conclusion, but the insight that the choice of salt could affect agglomeration 
may prove valuable in future work. 

4.3 Synthesis and characterization of Prussian white  
In Paper IV, the aim was to synthesize high quality Prussian white cathode 
material through a low-temperature and ambient-pressure route. The strategy 
employed to achieve this was to control the main parameters that affect per-
formance of the material and its use as a SIB cathode. The parameters include 
water content, defect concentration, sodium content, and particle size, which 
all play a part in different figures of merit such as energy density, cycling 
stability, tap density and handling in ambient conditions. The work employed 
several analytical techniques to analyze the compound at different stages of 
the procedure. Prussian white has quite a long history, and an introduction to 
the parent compound Prussian blue will be given to understand the context of 
Paper IV.  

Prussian blue is a coordination-complex that consists of a iron-cyanide 
framework with the historical formulas of  or 

 for the defect-rich insoluble and defect-free soluble 
Prussian blue, respectively. The actual formula for any Prussian blue analogue 
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is far more complex, however, these formulas are frequently used due to their 
elegant simplicity. Prussian blue has long been known to intercalate a diverse 
array of cations, and due to its very attractive elemental composition it has 
naturally caught the eye of many battery researchers. Due to the easy synthesis 
of  by simple methods, this form of defect-rich Prussian 
blue was the first to be tried in batteries. It was found that  
cycles with good stability and an average potential slightly below 3 V vs. 
Na+/Na.75,76 As such, the defect-rich insoluble Prussian blue is a viable cathode 
material but is restricted to a theoretical capacity of 113 mAh g-1. This is be-
cause with every  defect, one redox active iron is absent and another 
three iron(II) are locked in their oxidation states in order to charge compensate 
for the missing cyanide ligands. It is also common that the defect-rich Prussian 
blue made from traditional precipitation synthesis is quite oxidized during the 
procedure, and thus quite far from fully sodiated. The deficiency of sodium 
ions is a severe disadvantage since any cathode material that is used in full-
cells needs the maximum sodium inventory to fully utilize its capacity. When 
a defect-free structure like  is synthesized, it is possible 
to insert and extract two sodium ions per unit cell, and this delivers a theoret-
ical capacity of 170.8 mAh g-1. In addition, the increased capacity of the de-
fect-free structure is associated with the low-spin iron sites that has a redox 
potential of 3.3 V vs. Na+/Na, which means that defect-free Prussian blue also 
has a higher average potential. 

In order to avoid confusion, the naming of different forms of Prussian blue 
in this work will be briefly explained. Prussian blue is electrochromic and thus 
changes color with the change of oxidation state of the iron atoms in the struc-
ture. The differently colored compounds have acquired names based on their 
color due to their historical use in chemistry before many of the basic analysis 
techniques were invented. This means that sodium insertion that occurs con-
currently with reduction of the iron(III) will change the color of the compound 
and thus its common name. Fully oxidized Prussian blue is called Prussian 
Yellow after its color. However, the presence of any  defects in 
Prussian Yellow will lead to residual iron(II) that turns the color to a vibrant 
green.77 The defect containing “fully oxidized” compound is naturally denoted 
Berlin green (FeIII/FeIII/II, Figure 18a). The mixed oxidation states that are 
common after synthesis are known as Prussian blue (FeII/FeIII, Figure 18b), 
while the fully reduced form has been known as Prussian white or Everitt's 
salt (FeII/FeII Figure 18c).78 The change of color during cycling means that 
naming by color is impractical in battery research, even though the electro-
chromic behavior is very useful to estimate sodium content in the compound.  
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Figure 18. The appearance of “Prussian blue” with different oxidation states of iron 
atoms in the structure. The fully oxidized form called Berlin green (a) and mixed va-
lence state form denoted Prussian blue (b), with the fully reduced compound called 
Prussian white (c). 

Furthermore, Prussian blue exists in at least three distinct crystallographic 
structures; 1) the low sodium content cubic Fm3m structure, 2) the hydrated, 
high sodium content monoclinic P21/n structure, and 3) the anhydrous high 
sodium content rhombohedral R3 structure. The local environment in these 
structures are shown in Figure 19 a-c, and since the structures change depend-
ing on water and sodium content, naming the compounds based on crystallo-
graphic structure is also none optimal. The operando XRD in Figure 19d 
shows Prussian white as it shifts between the rhombohedral and cubic phase 
during a charge and discharge cycle. The traditional terms of soluble and in-
soluble Prussian blue used to differentiate between defect-rich and defect-free 
compounds comes from the fact that traditional synthesis methods yield small 
particle sizes. The small particles either form agglomerates of insoluble Prus-
sian blue or form colloidal suspension as in the case of soluble Prussian blue. 
The terms fit poorly in modern times since neither of the compositions are 
actually soluble, and the large particles of “soluble” Prussian blue that are re-
quired for better tap density and stability in ambient conditions often precipi-
tate rapidly. Thus, to avoid confusion in this thesis, the term Prussian blue will 
be used for defect-rich compounds and the name Prussian white is reserved 
for high quality “defect-free” compounds, no matter their current oxidation 
state, crystallographic structure, or color.  
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Figure 19. Local structures of cubic Fm3m (a), monoclinic P21/n (b), and rhombohe-
dral R3 (c) Prussian white. The local structure has been drawn to emphasize the degree 
of tilting and offset of the sodium cation. Oxygen atoms have been excluded from the 
P21/n model for clarity. Image of the changes which occur in the 200 reflection in 
cubic Prussian white and the 012 reflection of rhombohedral Prussian white during a 
complete charge–discharge cycle (d). Reproduced from Paper IV with permission 
from the American chemical society. 

Traditional synthesis of Prussian blue is typically performed by precipitating 
the product from a solution of Na4Fe(CN)6 to which a slight molar excess of 
iron salts such as iron sulfate or iron chloride is added. The formation of Prus-
sian blue is instantaneous and yields are close to 100 % due to the high stabil-
ity of the Prussian blue complex. If instead an iron(II) salt is added to an over-
stoichiometric amount of Na4Fe(CN)6 and both the solution and atmosphere 
are free of oxidizing compounds, Prussian white in the form of 

 or  will precipitate. Unfortunately, the 
fully reduced product from this type of reaction is formed so quickly that par-
ticles are usually between 20 and 80 nm and have poor crystallinity.79 In ad-
dition, the rapid formation of Prussian white through this process most likely 
leads to the defect concentration being higher than what the trivial formula 
suggests.  

Slow crystal growth and recrystallization of Prussian blue is challenging 
due to the combination of extremely low solubility in water and the extremely 
quick reaction of Na4Fe(CN)6 with most iron salts. The main technique used 
historically to synthesize larger crystallites was to destabilize the framework 
by strong and concentrated acids such as 10 M HCl, and thus to slow down 
the formation or allow recrystallization. However, the use of such strong acids 
in combination with Prussian blue is complicated by the risk of evolving hy-
drogen cyanide gas and experiments would take several weeks to complete. 
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Furthermore, although crystals close to 150 µm in size have been achieved 
with this method, the technique did not produce defect-free Prussian white.80  

A more modern approach is to synthesize Prussian white by destabilization 
of the  anion by heat in combination with lower acid concentrations. 
This synthesis method, known as acidic decomposition, typically forms larger 
crystallites of Prussian white with very low defect concentrations by limiting 
crystal growth to the decomposition speed of the  anion. When a 

 anion decomposes it releases an iron ion that reacts with another 
 anion to form the product in an environment with very high cya-

nide-iron ratio. The method can be tuned to yield crystallites from nanometers 
to several micrometers by parameters such as time, pH, temperature, and con-
centration of Na4Fe(CN)6 as well as addition of chelating agents.81–89 

In order to obtain high sodium contents in the products from the synthesis, 
the environment must be strictly controlled to prevent spontaneous oxidation; 
this is typically done by keeping an oxygen-free environment or by using re-
ducing acids or reducing agents in the reaction solution. Several reports that 
have used the acidic decomposition method have obtained satisfactory results 
in terms of specific capacity in the material, which in turn implies a low defect 
concentration.90 However, many of the previously mentioned works have 
demonstrated voltage profiles reminiscent of monoclinic-phase Prussian white 
and defect-rich Prussian blue, with curiously high capacity available in the 
voltage range of the high-spin iron.83,86,89  

There are methods that are eminently suited for growing high quality crys-
tals of insoluble character such as hydrothermal synthesis. This method has 
yielded very high quality fully-sodiated rhombohedral Prussian white from 
solutions of Na4Fe(CN)6 and ascorbic acid. Prussian white produced using the 
hydrothermal method has been shown to exhibit the ideal voltage profile with 
an average voltage of 3.14 V vs. Na+/Na. This, combined with the 
∼160 mAh g-1 discharge capacity, resulted in an impressive energy density of 
490 Wh kg-1.21  

In an attempt to replicate this performance, the work in Paper IV used the 
acidic decomposition method popularized by You et al.83 as the basis for the 
synthesis. In order to prevent oxidation of the iron and increase the sodium 
content in the product, rigorous deoxygenation of the reaction solution by a 
constant flow of nitrogen gas through the reaction mixture was implemented. 
In addition, the heating rate of the reaction solution was also controlled in 
order to slow down nucleation and the crystal growth during the period of 
highest reactant concentration. This method proved to give large crystallites 
between 0.1 and 8.0 μm in size (Figure 20). The product obtained was white 
in solution and this indicated that the as-synthesized powder was very highly 
sodiated, however, the powder turned to light blue during separation and 
washing. 
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Figure 20. SEM images of monoclinic PW (a), rhombohedral PW (b), and rhombo-
hedral PW after chemical sodiation (c) collected under the same conditions and 
magnification scale. Reproduced from Paper IV with permission from the American 
chemical society. 

The XRD analysis of the product revealed that the as synthesized Prussian 
white sample (M-PW) had a monoclinic structure after synthesis. TGA meas-
urements further confirmed that 2.3 water molecules per formula unit were 
incorporated into the structure, despite the sample being dried at 100 °C under 
nitrogen (Figure 21). Monoclinic Prussian white unfortunately only enables 
stable cycling of the high-spin iron and thus one sodium per formula unit at 
ca. 3 V vs. Na+/Na. The water content of the structure shifts the voltage for the 
low-spin iron to almost 4 V vs. Na+/Na, and accessing this plateau rapidly 
degrades the cell performance.81 

However, the TGA results also showed that the water in the structure could 
be removed at temperatures above 180 °C and that this occurs comfortably 
below the decomposition temperature of the material. After subjecting the 
monoclinic Prussian white to heating under vacuum, a rhombohedral crystal 
structure was obtained and this sample is denoted R-PW. However, a small 
sodium deficiency in the R-PW sample gave rise to impurities of cubic phase 
Prussian white as seen at 17 and 35° for the R-PW sample in Figure 21a. To 
rectify this, a facile strategy to enable conversion of cubic phase Prussian 
white to rhombohedral phase was devised. The vacuum dried product was 
chemically sodiated by submersion in an acetonitrile solution containing so-
dium iodide. Sodium iodide forms sodium triiodide when oxidized and do-
nates sodium to Prussian white as it reduces the iron (Eq. 7). The strategy was 
unsuccessful in water, methanol and several other solvents despite their high 
solubility of sodium iodide, and it appears that this reaction is very sensitive 
to what solvent is used. Acetonitrile is quite practical since both iodine and 
NaI are freely soluble, and this simplifies the purification of the powder.  

 
3 	 →                    (Eq. 7) 

 
The XRD results confirmed that after chemical sodiation of the R-PW sample, 
the obtained product (R-PW_enriched) was free from contamination of the 
desodiated cubic phase (Figure 21a). 
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Figure 21. Diffraction results for the monoclinic M-PW sample (indexed according 
to the P21/n phase), the rhombohedral R-PW sample, and the phase pure R-PW_en-
riched sample (indexed according to the R3 phase) with patterns corresponding to 
the material after synthesis, vacuum drying, and sodiation (a). Mass losses recorded 
in flowing N2 at a heating rate of 5 °C min–1 for R-PW_enriched and M-PW (b). Re-
produced from Paper IV with permission from the American chemical society.  

Cycling of the phase pure rhombohedral Prussian white displayed in Figure 
22 revealed that 1.86 sodium per unit cell could be extracted during the first 
charge with a subsequent Coulombic efficiency above 90 %. Furthermore, the 
flat voltage profile with plateaus at 3.3 and 3 V showed that both the high and 
low-spin irons were electrochemically active. The capacity retention of the 
material was close to 90 % after 50 cycles, and the energy density of the Prus-
sian white was 459 Wh kg-1 in the first cycle. These results show that the high 
pressures and temperatures of a hydrothermal reactor is not needed to produce 
high performance Prussian white.  
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Figure 22. Galvanostatic cycling of the phase pure sodiated Prussian white powder 
with specific capacity and Coulombic efficiency (top) and the voltage profile for the 
cell in cycle 1, 10, 50 (bottom). Cycling was performed vs. sodium metal in 1.5 M 
NaPF6-DME electrolyte. Reproduced from Paper IV with permission from the 
American chemical society. 

There is a lot more to be said about Paper IV in terms of the thorough charac-
terization of the compound by a plethora of different techniques but this is 
beyond the purview of this thesis. The motivation for optimizing the synthesis 
of Prussian white as a part of this thesis work was to use a fully sodiated and 
high energy-density material free from any expensive or scarce elements. As 
a part of this work, the described process to produce phase pure Prussian white 
was scaled up to a 10 L reactor. This ensured that the rest of the work could 
progress with an “infinite” supply of high-quality positive electrodes. Full-cell 
cycling of Prussian white materials very similar to the one produced in Paper 
IV is presented in Papers V, VI, & VII.  

4.4 Investigations of non-carbonate solvents with 
additives in sodium-ion battery full-cells 

In Paper V, the focus was shifted to the performance of different non-car-
bonate solvents when cycled in full-cells consisting of Prussian white cathodes 
and hard-carbon anodes. Full-cells are very close to what would be used in 
applications, apart from some minor but important differences in electrolyte 
volume and mass loading of electrodes. Performing the electrolyte studies in 
full-cells introduces extra challenges such as lack of a reference voltage, elec-
trode balancing and the possibility of sub-optimal overlap between the anode 
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and cathode. However, there are also some advantages such as a limited so-
dium inventory allowing accurate determination of reversibility and most im-
portantly, there is no metallic sodium in the cell. Using full-cells enables sol-
vents that showed spontaneous reactions with metallic sodium to be investi-
gated. Thirteen different solvents were investigated in combination with 
NaPF6; some solvents were further investigated in combination with additives 
while others were tested as co-solvents in binary mixtures. A general conclu-
sion from this work was that CV measurements aimed at measuring electro-
chemical stability of electrolytes do not correlate perfectly with solvent suita-
bility in full-cells. This is not a flaw of the cyclic voltammetry technique itself, 
but instead a consequence of improper experimental setups caused by unthink-
ing adherence to the standard testing used in literature. CVs of better quality 
could have been obtained if a proper reference electrode that did not consist 
of sodium metal had been used.  

The CV results presented in Figure 23 indicate that only the solvents PC, 
DME, and TEGDME could be expected to survive cycling in a SIB cycled 
between 1–4 V, based on the early onset of oxidation and reduction currents 
from the remaining solvents. All solvents show irreversible reduction close to 
the potential of sodium and this is expected due to SEI formation. However, 
significant oxidation currents appear for GVL, GBL, and NMP between 2-3 
V vs. Na+/Na and only GVL shows signs of any passivation (Figure 23b). 
Likwise, the behavior of esters like EB, MA, MP, EA, and EP show poor 
oxidative stability with major parasitic reactions. TMS has an oxidative 
stability close to that of NMP in terms of the onset potential of oxidation 
currents but displays much lower currents than NMP.  

Since most solvents have significantly more charge being passed during 
oxidation than reduction in the CV, it is unlikely that it is exclusivly products 
formed during the reduction sweep that are being oxidized. This leaves two 
options, the naive interpetation is that the solvent itself is being oxidized. 
However, the more probable explanation is that decomposition products 
spontaneously formed at the metalic sodium electrode are a major contributor 
to the oxidation current. If this occurs to a significant extent, it would as 
mentioned earlier, invalidate the CV results for application to a sodium metal 
free system. 
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Figure 23. CVs of the different solvents used in Paper V in combination with NaPF6 
salt concentrations in the interval 0.3–1.7 molal. Sweeps were performed at 1 
mV s-1, using carbon-coated aluminium working electrodes and sodium metal coun-
ter electrodes. Currents have been shifted along the y-axis for clarity.  

Due to the plentiful literature available on NaPF6-PC electrolytes,91–95 this 
electrolyte was used as a reference sample to evaluate the cycling performance 
of the different electrolytes. Figure 24 shows that compared to PC, most sol-
vents did display mediocre initial Coulombic efficiency (ICE), with only 
DME and TMS surpassing the 76.2 % ICE of PC. The capacity retention at 
the 10th cycle as compared to the initial discharge was close to 65 % for GBL, 
GVL, and TMP, while most of the remaining solvents retained roughly 85 % 
of their capacity at the 10th cycle. There were two outliers, TEGDME and MP, 
and while TEGDME showed a similar rate of capacity loss as PC, it was ob-
served to have increasing capacity between the first and second cycle. MP 
however, displayed impressive capacity retention and showed no loss at the 
10th cycle compared to the first cycle, although it is clear from Figure 24b that 
MP would not perform as well if cycling extended beyond 10 cycles. The stel-
lar capacity retention of MP is also diminished by the sub 10 % ICE and the 
lackluster 80 mAh g-1 initial discharge capacity. A very important parameter 
for commercial cells is the evolution of the Coulombic efficiency. A high and 
quickly stabilizing CE helps to avoid gas formation and other parasitic reac-
tion that can disturb the cell chemistry, and in this regard, PC and TMS pre-
sented the best results (Figure 24d). 
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Figure 24. Results from initial cycling of full-cells based on Prussian white and 
hard-carbon electrodes using the electrolytes in Paper V, showing the discharge ca-
pacity (a), capacity retention (b), Coulombic efficiency for the first cycle (c), and the 
evolution of Coulombic efficiency (d).  

The initial cycling for solvent screening was performed in two-electrode cells, 
and despite the cyclic voltammetry tests, there was no firm data to show if the 
electrolytes failed due to stability issues at the anode or cathode interface. 

However, out of the thirteen solvents selected for investigation, only two 
solvents proved non-functional in the full-cells, which was a pleasant surprise 
and presented the issue of having to discriminate some solvents to preserve a 
manageable number of samples.  

The selection of solvents for further testing with additives was based on 
physical properties such as ionic conductivity and liquid temperature window, 
while the solvents for binary mixtures were chosen to match solvents that 
could compensate for their respective individual flaws. The motivation for this 
approach was that additives can improve electrochemistry but will not signif-
icantly affect properties like conductivity or boiling point at the low concen-
trations that are commonly used. 

The five solvents selected for trials with additives consisted of two well-
performing electrolytes, NMP and PC, that were included as a reference sam-
ple, while the remaining three, GBL, GVL, and TMP, had shown poor perfor-
mance in regards to capacity retention and ICE. The promising solvents TMS 
and TEGDME that were disqualified due to low ionic conductivity were in-
vestigated as co-solvents in conjunction with NMP, DME, and TMP, in an 
effort to increase ionic conductivity while maintaining electrochemical stabil-
ity.  
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In order to avoid the influence of different salt concentrations, the concen-
tration of NaPF6 was set to 1 M in all electrolytes for these tests. Furthermore, 
resistance measurements of both the anode and cathode were employed to an-
alyze the role that each additive and co-solvent played in the different electro-
lytes. The resistance measurements required three-electrode cells to allow for 
independent voltage recording of the anode and cathode vs. a reference-elec-
trode. The reference was prepared from a partly desodiated Prussian blue cath-
ode that ideally should maintain a potential of 3.3 V vs. Na+/Na. The three-
electrode cells were cycled with a specially designed galvanostatic program 
called intermittent current interruption (ICI)61 that enabled resistance meas-
urement of both electrodes at 5 minute intervals while introducing minimal 
interference to the cycling. An unexpected effect caused by the use of interca-
lation type reference-electrodes was the high amount of drift that manifested 
itself in dysfunctional systems. The comparison of GBL with and without 2 % 
PES additive shown in Figure 25 indicate that the improvement in cycling 
stability by PES coincides with a stabilized anode resistance and reduced ref-
erence-electrode drift. In Figure 25 a & b, a red line stretching between the 
highest potential reached for the electrodes in the 2nd and 10th cycle is shown. 
For PES the red line is flat while it is tilting to higher potentials for the additive 
free GBL. Since both electrodes are climbing in potential for the additive free 
system while the full cell voltage profile is unchanged, it must be the reference 
electrode that is dropping in potential as cycling progresses. The most likely 
way for the reference electrode to shift downwards in potential is through so-
diation, and this sodiation is likely due to redox shuttling. 

The combination of stable anode resistance, reduced cross-talk, and im-
proved capacity retention points out the stabilizing effect that PES has on the 
SEI in the GBL-NaPF6 system. Similar effects were discovered in other elec-
trolytes including PC and GVL, but while reference electrode drift could be 
stopped or reduced in PC by several different additives, no additive could mit-
igate the effect for GVL.  
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Figure 25. Galvanostatic cycling of three-electrode full-cells using 1 M NaPF6 in 
GBL without additive (a) and with 2 % PES (b), the red line drawn between the des-
odiated potentials of the electrodes at the 2nd and 10th cycle illustrates the drift in ref-
erence potential. The corresponding anode resistance during sodiation of the hard 
carbon for cycles 2, 5, and 10 is displayed for additive free GBL (c) and GBL-PES 
(d). 

Another general finding was that resistance measurements of the anodes pro-
duces something akin to a signature profile, both for the solvent and the addi-
tive. This signature could perhaps in future work help to determine if the SEI 
formation is dominated by the solvent, salt, or by the additive. Figure 26 illus-
trates these signatures by comparing the resistance signatures of four electro-
lytes without additive to the same solvents using VC and TMS additive. The 
resistance profiles indicate that VC is quite active in the initial stages of SEI 
formation in most solvents. When VC is introduced to the electrolyte, most 
solvents assume the same profile shape and magnitude of resistance while ad-
dition of TMS leaves the resistance profile mostly unaffected. From this ob-
servation, it seems that TMS is less active at this stage of cycling although it 
was shown to have measurable effects during long term cycling for both PC 
and GBL. 

Paper V presents a basic overview of the effects of additives on a few se-
lected solvents but leaves many alternatives left to explore, especially when 
additive cocktails are factored in to the equation. The work reaffirms the sig-
nificant beneficial role that additives can play in making troublesome electro-
lytes functional. The improvements presented for all the electrolytes tested 
with additives were often significant despite the un-optimized systems. One 
should keep in mind that the additives were developed for carbonates, and no 
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attempt was made to optimize the additive amount. Furthermore, the ICI tech-
nique could be a valuable tool for selecting, evaluating and optimizing addi-
tives for different electrolyte systems. 

 
Figure 26. Results from ICI measurements showing the resistance of the hard-carbon 
electrode during the initial desodiation and capacity vs. cycle number for solvents 
using no additive (a & d), 5 vol% TMS (b & e), or 2 vol% VC (c & f). 

In regards to binary mixtures of solvents, the work showed that solvent mixing 
is sometimes as potent as using additives, and that it is hard to predict what 
solvents will have synergetic effects. TMS, that showed low reactivity vs. hard 
carbon as an additive, performed exceptionally well when used in higher 
amounts as a co-solvent in combination with NMP and DME (Figure 27a). 
While significant improvements were seen for TMS:TMP electrolytes as com-
pared to pure TMP, TMS could not fully compensate for the compatibility 
issues that TMP exhibits vs. hard carbon anodes. For binary mixtures based 
on TEGDME the results were less promising but quite informative. While 
electrolyte compositions like the 1:1 mixture of TMS-NMP outperformed the 
“state of the art” electrolyte without using any additives, ether based mixtures 
showed issues with increasing resistance at the anode. The increase of re-
sistance was severely detrimental to the cycling performance, especially at 
higher cycling rates (Figure 27c).  
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Figure 27. Galvanostatic cycling of binary 1:1 mixtures of TMS (a) and TEGDME 
(c) with DME, NMP, TMP at a current density of 30 mA g-1 for the first ten cycles 
and 150 mA g-1 for subsequent cycles, with resistance of the anode during the charge 
of cycles 1, 2, 5, 10 for TMS:NMP 1:1 (b) and TEGDME:DME 1:1 (d). 

In addition to gaining insight into additives and solvents, the results of paper 
V included some unrelated findings such as the high solubility of a salt named 
NaBOB in TMP and NMP. This was interesting enough to merit further work 
since its lithium analogue, LiBOB, had proved to possess several beneficial 
SEI forming properties96–102 that are sorely needed for sodium-ion batteries. 
NaBOB, contrary to its lithium analogue, has very low solubility in most sol-
vents used for batteries57,103–105, however, the work conducted in Paper V not 
only revealed two viable solvents but also which additives that were expected 
to be beneficial for the system. 

4.5 Non-flammable and fluorine-free electrolytes for 
sodium-ion batteries 

In Paper VI, the work was focused on the performance of electrolytes using 
NaBOB salt and TMP solvent. Alkyl phosphates such as TMP have been used 
for both sodium and lithium electrolytes due to its flame retardant properties, 
however, TMP-based electrolytes are known to show poor stability vs. carbo-
naceous anodes.106,107 Successful strategies to improve the stability of TMP vs. 
hard carbon and graphite included using high salt concentrations, additives, 
and diluting TMP with co-solvents,49–51,108,109 and the latter two strategies were 
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employed with some success in Paper V. However, the combination of Na-
BOB, a fluorine-free and low-cost salt, with TMP delivers some very im-
portant benefits compared to earlier solutions such as the expensive high-con-
centration electrolytes that suffer from low ionic conductivities. This simple 
NaBOB based electrolyte described in this work also provide improved safety 
compared to electrolytes containing high amounts of flammable co-solvents. 

In order to perform the work in Paper VI, the purification procedure of Na-
BOB after the synthesis was improved since the purity of LiBOB has been 
noted as an important factor in litterature.110 The new procedure was enabled 
by using the newfound knowledge of its solubility in TMP, although the syn-
thesis of NaBOB mainly followed the work by Zavalij et al.104 Subsequent 
characterization of NaBOB salt using XRD and elemental analysis verified 
the high purity of the salt, and the synthesis is quite simple and does not re-
quire inert conditions. The solubility and ionic conductivity of NaBOB in 
TMP was characterized and compared to NaPF6 in TMP. The results seen in 
Figure 28 shows that NaBOB-TMP surpasses the required conductivity for a 
practical electrolyte even if NaPF6 enables higher ionic conductivity due to its 
higher solubility. 

 
Figure 28. Ionic conductivity at room temperature for electrolytes using NaBOB or 
NaPF6 in TMP with the insert showing the conductivity for concentrations beyond 
the solubility of NaBOB. 

It was decided to apply NaBOB-TMP to the same type of full-cells based on 
Prussian white and hard-carbon as in the previous investigations in paper V. 
The aim was to investigate if NaBOB provides similar beneficial contribution 
to SEI properties as LiBOB does. The electrolyte of NaPF6-TMP was known 
to be problematic in this system, but as Figure 29 shows, the additive-free 
NaBOB-TMP electrolyte manages to stabilize TMP and outperformed con-
trol-cells using NaPF6-TMP by a fair margin. The increased stability of Na-
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BOB-TMP is enabled by the early breakdown of NaBOB that produces a pas-
sivation layer before TMP solvent decomposes. The region where this break-
down occurs is quite visible in the voltage profile between 1.6 V and 1.8 V 
during the first charge.  

 
Figure 29. Galvanostatic cycling of full-cells based on Prussian white and hard-car-
bon electrodes, showing cycles 1, 5, and 10 conducted at currents of 30 mA g-1 using 
0.5 M NaBOB-TMP electrolyte (a) and 1 M NaPF6-TMP electrolyte (b). 

CV measurements (presented in Figure 30a) confirm that the plateau in the 
voltage profile from two-electrode cells during the first charge is indeed de-
composition of NaBOB by reduction. This feature is only visible in the first 
reduction sweep and NaBOB is thus successfully passivating the electrode. 
Furthermore, NaBOB seems to stabilize the aluminum current collector, as the 
oxidation occurring during the first oxidation scan is absent in subsequent 
sweeps. In summary, NaBOB-TMP electrolyte shows oxidation stability to 
approximately 4 V vs. Na+/Na after the first oxidation sweep and robust pas-
sivation of the electrode after initial reduction. The TMP-NaPF6 (Figure 30b) 
also showed good oxidation stability but as opposed to NaBOB-TMP electro-
lyte, TMP-NaPF6 electrolyte displayed increasing reduction currents with 
each sweep. 
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Figure 30. CV of TMP-based electrolytes with 0.5 M NaBOB (a) and 1 M NaPF6 (b) 
salts with insert showing a zoomed in view of the initial reduction of NaPF6-TMP. 
Sweeps were conducted at 1 mV s-1. 

Earlier work in Paper V showed that the VC additive had beneficial impacts 
on the cycling of NaPF6-TMP, and therefore 5 & 10 vol% VC was applied to 
the TMP-based electrolytes using either NaBOB or NaPF6 salts; see Figure 
31. The cycling and SEI formation during charge after VC addition show that 
both electrolytes passivate hard carbon significantly quicker compared to the 
additive-free cells. The small feature present close to 1.6 V in the VC-contain-
ing NaPF6-TMP cell (Figure 31d) is ascribed to VC reduction, and occurs well 
before the main electrolyte breaks down for NaPF6-TMP. However, for the 
VC-containing NaBOB-TMP electrolyte, this VC decomposition feature 
overlaps in potential with the reduction potential of NaBOB and is not directly 
observable. The matching reduction voltage of VC and NaBOB means that 
both salt and additive are contributing to the SEI. This would explain why the 
signature decomposition plateau from NaBOB salt is still visible for NaBOB-
TMP containing VC but is reduced in magnitude as VC content is increased 
in the electrolyte. 
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Figure 31. First galvanostatic cycles for full-cells based on Prussian white and hard-
carbon electrodes using 0, 5, and 10 vol% VC additives in 0.5 M NaBOB-TMP (a) 
or 1 M NaPF6-TMP (b) electrolytes, with a zoomed in view of the voltage profiles in 
the SEI formation region during charge (c & d) 

The decomposition of NaBOB is mitigated by VC as evidenced by the corre-
lation of a shrinking decomposition plateau with increasing VC content, which 
leads to increases in both ICE and capacity retention. The NaPF6 however, 
appears to form an SEI mostly from VC additive and improvements in perfor-
mance are even more significant when compared to NaPF6 without VC. With 
VC addition, NaPF6 outperforms NaBOB, but this is less surprising since VC 
was chosen based on its synergy with NaPF6, while the potential match of VC 
with NaBOB appears to be suboptimal. If an SEI forming additive with 
slightly lower reduction potential was employed the results might be more in 
favor of NaBOB. Both electrolytes did however show unacceptable capacity 
fading with prolonged cycling (Figure 32) despite their improvements with 
VC, but for such an un-optimized system, the results are promising. 

 
Figure 32. Discharge capacity (a) and Coulombic efficiency (b) from full-cells based 
on Prussian white and hard-carbon electrodes tested with the respective electrolyte 
compositions at a current density of 30 mA g-1. 
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4.6 Properties of NaBOB-based electrolytes using 
solvents mixtures of NMP and TMP 

In Paper VII, the knowledge of the NaBOB salt and its optimal cycling con-
ditions was expanded by preliminary experimentation with formation-speed, 
separators, and cut-off potentials during cycling. The incremental improve-
ments seen from seemingly identical electrolytes is in a large part explained 
by the cut-off voltages changing from 1-4 V in Paper V to 1-3.8 V in Paper 
VI and finally 1.3-3.6 V in paper VII. The change was implemented since 
paper VII aimed to explore the properties of NMP solvent with NaBOB salt, 
and Paper V had shown a lacking oxidation stability of NMP when used in 
combination with NaPF6. 

 The solubility of NaBOB in NMP was explored by repeating the tests per-
formed for TMP and it was found that NaBOB had higher solubility in NMP 
and that this coincided with roughly double the ionic conductivity for NaBOB-
NMP as compared to NaBOB-TMP electrolyte. NMP has previously seen use 
as an electrolyte solvent in lithium systems111,112 and possess some very attrac-
tive properties such as a high boiling point, low vapor pressure and ability to 
dissolve a diverse set of materials. However, NMP is flammable and possess 
quite objectionable qualities in terms of health.113  

Due to the disadvantageous aspects of NMP, it was decided to integrate 
binary mixtures of NMP and TMP into the investigations to explore whether 
it was possible to combine the good properties of each respective solvent while 
minimizing the amount of NMP. Eleven samples from sole NMP solvent with 
TMP added in 10 vol% increments up to and including sole TMP were pre-
pared and tested. 

The results from ionic conductivity measurements and flammability test of 
the binary mixtures are displayed in Figure 33. The results show that this strat-
egy could have some merit as even relatively small amounts of NMP increases 
the conductivity while preserving the non-flammable nature of the electrolyte. 
NaBOB-NMP has a conductivity of 8.83 mS cm-1 at 0.66 M concentration and 
when it is mixed to 40 vol% TMP, which is the limit for non-flammable be-
havior, the maximum solubility and conductivity drops to 0.6 M and 
7.4 mS cm-1, respectively. This is still significantly higher compared pure Na-
BOB-TMP that only reaches 4.5 mS cm-1. 
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Figure 33. Results from flammability tests (a) and ionic conductivity as a function of 
NaBOB concentration (b) for electrolytes with different ratios of NMP and TMP. 

The DSC measurements that were conducted as part of the characterization of 
the salt-free solvent mixtures presented some challenges due to super cooling 
and seemingly absent freezing points for certain compositions of NMP-TMP 
(Figure 34a). In an attempt to avoid relying on DSC for freezing point deter-
minations, cryogenic ionic conductivity measurements were performed on 
electrolytes containing their respective maximum concentrations of NaBOB. 
The results show that addition of NMP to TMP in amounts between 10-50 
vol% leads to improved conductivity at temperatures between -60 °C and -20 
°C as compared to neat NaBOB-NMP electrolyte (Figure 34 b & c). 

 
Figure 34. DSC traces from the heating scans of salt-free solvent mixtures at 
5 °C min-1 (a) and results from ionic conductivity measurements between -80 °C and 
20 °C, with the threshold temperature for 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5 mS cm-1 conductivity (c).   

Cycling of the electrolyte mixtures in full-cells using Prussian white and hard 
carbon showed that the ICE in the NMP-TMP system deteriorated with in-
creasing concentration of NMP in the electrolyte, however, the trend shifted 
slightly in the subsequent five cycles. Mixtures ranging from 60:40 to 40:60 
of NMP:TMP underperform with inferior CE as compared to all the other 
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NMP-TMP mixtures (Figure 35b). The combination of NMP and TMP sol-
vents thus appears to be destabilizing the respective SEI formation of the sol-
vents, which is surprising since it was expected that NaBOB would be domi-
nating the passivation completely. Furthermore, without any additives the ICE 
and subsequent CE values of the 1 M NaPF6 -EC:DEC reference electrolyte 
outperforms all samples by a fair margin. 

 
Figure 35. Coulombic efficiency for the first cycle (a) and subsequent four cycles (b) 
of full-cells based on Prussian white and hard-carbon electrodes using electrolytes 
consisting of NMP-TMP mixtures with NaBOB salt (colored) and 1 M NaPF6 in 
EC:DEC (black). 

Pause tests similar to the ones in Paper I were conducted by stopping cycling 
after the 6th charge and measuring the OCV potential for 100 h. These tests 
aimed to investigate whether the stability of the different compositions was 
affected by the shifting potentials of the electrodes during cycling and to de-
termine if the cross talk seen in Paper V occurred in the TMP-NMP system as 
well.  

From the viewpoint of static stability, the suboptimal performance of elec-
trolytes containing 50 % NMP was clear in the pause-tests. The 1:1 mixture 
of NMP-TMP showed higher reversible and irreversible capacity-loss caused 
by self-discharge during a 100 h open circuit pause (Figure 36). The electro-
lyte with only NMP showed less self-discharge than the mixture but accrued 
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significantly higher reversible capacity-loss than the TMP electrolyte, alt-
hough the irreversible capacity loss was quite similar. The results indicate that 
NMP is causing self-discharge and the addition of TMP further aggravates this 
effect. 

 
Figure 36. Schematic of a pause program (a) where the capacity loss from a 100 h 
OCV hold after the 6th charge of a Prussian white – hard-carbon full-cell is measured 
in specific discharge capacity (b) and percentage (c) as compared to the 6th charge 
capacity. 

In terms of specific capacity, the inferior CE of the 50:50 mixture manifests 
itself at the 250th cycle as the larger initial capacity gained from the superior 
ICE is slowly eaten away. By the 1000th cycle, the remaining capacity of the 
cells show a strong correlation with average Coulombic efficiency between 
the 10th & 1000th cycle (Figure 37). It should be noted that the majority of the 
electrolyte compositions showed comparable or superior performance to the 
state-of-the-art electrolyte, 1 M NaPF6 in EC:DEC, that was included as a ref-
erence. The temperature window for the electrolyte samples is an interesting 
advantage due to the low freezing points of NMP-TMP mixtures and the high 
boiling points of both solvents. This could lead to promising electrochemical 
cycling performance at low temperature but this remains to be explored. How-
ever, since LiBOB has shown good high temperature performance in LIB sys-
tems, elevated temperature cycling was performed for NaBOB-based electro-
lytes in SIB full-cells.  
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Figure 37. Specific discharge capacity at different cycles for Prussian white - hard-
carbon cells using NMP-TMP mixtures with NaBOB and 1 M NaPF6 in EC:DEC 
reference (a) with their average Coulombic efficiency between cycles 10 and 1000 
(b) and voltage profile of the 1000th cycle (c).  

High temperature performance of selected mixtures was investigated at 55 °C 
(Figure 38) and the results again show detrimental impacts of mixing NMP 
and TMP. In this cycling environment, TMP and the EC:DEC reference elec-
trolytes showed slightly higher ICE values while NMP suffered a drop in ini-
tial reversibility. However, while most mixtures and the EC:DEC reference 
showed rapid capacity fading, pure NaBOB-NMP displayed improved capac-
ity retention as compared to room temperature. 

In conclusion, the increased ionic conductivity and good high-temperature 
performance of NaBOB-NMP electrolyte show some promise, but it is not 
considered as a “practical” electrolyte due to its flammability and toxicity. 
Instead, the most attractive use of NMP is when it is mixed in small enough 
amounts with TMP as to preserve the non-flammable nature of the electrolyte 
and depress the freezing point. Mixtures containing between 10 to 30 % NMP 
yield a conductivity boost at room temperature and a significantly better con-
ductivity at low temperature while also maintaining acceptable cycling per-
formance. Any addition of NMP to the electrolyte will however deteriorate 
the high-temperature performance and likely increase self-discharge. It is un-
fortunate that 50:50 mixtures of NMP-TMP show electrochemical stability is-
sues; however, with further investigations and the application of SEI forming 
additives, the electrochemical stability could perhaps be improved.  
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Figure 38. Galvanostatic cycling of Prussian white - hard-carbon full-cells at 55 °C 
with 5 cycles at 30 mA g-1 followed by 100 cycles at 150 mA g-1. Discharge capacity 
vs. cycle number (a) and Coulombic efficiency for the cycling (b). 
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5 Conclusions and future work 

The work on anodes in Papers I, II, & III was instrumental in understanding 
the issues that are facing sodium-ion batteries. The investigations of SEI prop-
erties of NaPF6 or NaFSI in EC:DEC in Paper I & II shows that the SEI suffers 
from both solubility and electrochemical instability. The work in Paper III ex-
plored and improved the performance of the interesting anode material tin 
phosphide. However, the main contribution of Paper III was to underline the 
importance of the electrolyte, since slight changes such as choice of salt can 
provide drastic differences in cycling performance.  

The work performed in Paper IV provided a low-cost and scalable synthesis 
path to Prussian white cathode material. This not only enabled the research to 
be conducted in a system where all components were abundant and environ-
mentally benign. But also, the fully sodiated nature of the Prussian white 
meant that the work performed on anodes and electrolytes could be done in 
full-cell configuration. The work in Paper V proved that the highly reactive 
metallic sodium present in half-cells is problematic and there is no guarantee 
that full-cells will face the same issues as half-cells. Thus, the studies must be 
conducted in systems that are as close to actual application as possible in order 
to keep the investigations relevant. The work in Paper V also provided good 
insight into the “electrolyte landscape” for sodium-ion batteries while Papers 
VI & VII provide important steps to enable the practicality of safe sodium-ion 
batteries.  
The investigations of NaBOB solubility in several solvents that enabled the 
use of NaBOB in batteries provides an example for the research community 
that proves that a non-flammable electrolyte does not have to be expensive, 
halogenated, or compromise conductivity. Demonstrating that electrolytes can 
combine good electrochemical performance with high safety and low cost in 
a full-cell system that consists entirely of environmentally sustainable materi-
als is especially rewarding. 

A lot of work remains to make sodium-ion batteries competitive with lith-
ium-ion batteries, and future work must face the challenges that occur when 
moving from small model systems into the industrial aspect of research. This 
means finding solutions that allow for improvements in several areas. Initial 
Coulombic efficiency needs to be improved to fully utilize the active materi-
als. Furthermore, mass loadings on the electrodes must be as high as possible 
while the amounts of electrolyte in the battery should be minimized. This is 
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crucial to attain high energy density, but means managing higher areal cur-
rents. Most important is the cycling durability that needs to be extended up to 
and beyond ten thousand cycles, since even a battery built from cheap re-
sources is expensive if its lifetime is short. Solving the problems that arise in 
such systems is critical in order to enable large-scale energy storage, and any 
solutions must be low-cost and environmentally-friendly as well. This is not a 
simple task by any means, and problems that seem small in a lab-cell like gas 
evolution, oxygen sensitivity of a salt, etc. can disqualify any promising elec-
trolyte. 

Nevertheless, there is great hope for sodium-ion batteries and the research 
field I started working in almost five years ago has undergone tremendous 
development in this short time. Furthermore, lithium-ion batteries have proven 
that it is possible to solve all these mentioned problems. Sodium-ion battery 
technology is now catching up quickly. 
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6 Sammanfattning på svenska 

Natriumbatterier behövs. Strävan efter ett samhälle fritt från fossila bränslen 
har stor inverkan på både fordonsindustrin och energisektorn. För att möjlig-
göra en omställning från olja till el behövs batterier. Dagens litium-jonbatte-
rier har gjort en mängd portabel elektronik möjlig och har även påbörjat om-
ställningen av fordonsflottan från olja till el-drift. Det finns dock farhågor som 
växer sig större, nämligen att råvarorna som används i batteriindustrin är otill-
räckliga för att till en rimlig kostnad kunna förse världen med batterier. 

För att förklara den kraftigt ökande resursåtgången kan jämförelsen mellan 
en elbil och en mobiltelefon göras. Batterierna som används i en modern mo-
biltelefon innehåller några få gram litium samtidigt som en elbil innehåller 
tiotals kilo litium, alltså ca. 10000 ggr mer. Det bör även nämnas att storleken 
på de batterier som krävs för att stabilisera elnätet och lagra el från solceller 
nödvändigtvis måste vara lika stora eller mycket större än batterierna som 
återfinns i elbilar. Det är på grund av oron för råvaror som natrium-jonbatterier 
blivit ett hett forskningsområde. 

Natrium-jonbatterier är väldigt lika litium-jonbatterier men har fördelen att 
många av materialen som används i batterierna finns i överflöd och/eller har 
en mycket bättre prisbild. För att göra batterier baserade på natrium till en 
kommersiellt gångbar produkt måste en hel del forskning och utveckling ge-
nomföras. Det finns subtila skillnader mellan litium och natrium som påverkar 
vilka material och materialkombinationer som kan användas för både elek-
trodmaterial och elektrolyt. Första delen an denna avhandling undersöker in-
teraktionen mellan anoden och elektrolyten, dvs den negativa elektroden och 
vätskan som transporterar joner. Att natrium liksom litium har låg redukt-
ionspotential är väldigt bra för möjligheten att realisera batterier med hög 
energidensitet, men det ger också upphov till komplikationer. Den låga poten-
tialen gör att elektrolyten bryts ned och bildar en mycket tunn hinna på ano-
den. Denna hinna kallas för ”SEI” och består av både organiska och oorga-
niska sönderfallsprodukter som passiverar anodytan. Det är denna passive-
rande hinna som studeras som ett första steg i avhandlingen och slutsatser dras 
angående dess kemiska samt elektrokemiska stabilitet. 

Arbetet med att förstå och karaktärisera SEI-skiktet i natrium-jonbatterier 
har genomförts både med enkla negativa elektroder såsom icke grafitiserbart 
kol, men även med nya material såsom tennfosfid (Sn4P3). Tennfosfid har pot-
ential att ge bättre prestanda än grafit (som används i moderna litium-jonbat-
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terier) men lider av kapacitetsdegradering under cykling. Resultaten från tes-
ter där batterier har undersökts under och efter pauser i cyklingen visar att 
SEI-skiktet i natrium-jonbatterier har en högre benägenhet att lösa upp sig i 
elektrolyten. Utöver löslighetsproblematiken visar avhandlingen att SEI-skik-
tets stabilitet påverkas kraftigt av den elektrokemiska behandlingen som den 
utsätts för under cykling. Detta visas via experiment då potentialbegränsning-
arna som används under cykling varieras, och där tennfosfid-anoder som 
cyklas i ett mer begränsat potentialfönster kan erhålla mer än en fördubbling 
av livslängden. Dessa resultat har erhållits primärt via elektrokemiska tekniker 
i kombination med karaktärisering av anodytan via synkrotronbaserad XPS. 

Efter SEI-studierna behandlas syntes och karaktärisering av det miljövän-
liga och högpresterande katodmaterialet Preussisk blå. Preussisk blå är ett ka-
todmaterial som endast består av järn, kol och kväve, och är således ett mycket 
attraktivt alternativ för billiga batterier. Den senare delen av avhandlingen be-
rör studier av nya och gamla alternativa elektrolyter. Dessa har testats och 
utvecklats för att öka den repertoar av verktyg som finns tillgänglig för fors-
kare och industrier som jobbar med natrium-jonbatterier. Mycket av arbetet 
har styrts av nödvändigheten att erhålla komponenter för natriumbatterier som 
är förnyelsebara, billiga, och säkra. Alternativa elektrolyter som består av 
flamskyddsmedel och fluorfria salter har utvecklats med detta i åtanke. En 
betydande del av avhandlingen baseras på saltet natrium-bis(oxalat)borat (Na-
BOB) vars löslighet i en serie lösningsmedel har för första gången studerats 
och detta har i sin tur berett väg för nyskapande elektrolytformuleringar. Dessa 
nya elektrolyter visar lovande prestanda, även om mycket arbete kvarstår för 
att nå upp till de krävande kriterier som ställs på en elektrolyt som skall vara 
praktiskt användbar. 
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